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Zusammenfassung
Höchst gleichförmige und stark korrelierte Domänen, bestehend aus vollständig flu-
orinierten Lipiden, wurden in Festkörpergestütze Lipidmembranen eingebaut. Die
systematische Charakterisierung der fluorinierten Lipide zeigte eine signifikante
Abhängigkeit des Domänengleichgewichtsradius von der Länge der Fluorkohlen-
stoffketten. Dies konnte im Rahmen der gleichwertigen Dipolmomentstheorie quan-
titativ erklärt werden. Eine Analyse der gleichverteilten Domänenmit enger Größen-
verteilung und die präzise Bestimmung von molekularen Strukturparametern durch
Röntgen-Beugungsmessungen unter streifendem Einfall ermöglichte es, die Korre-
lationen zwischen den Domänen als eine zwei-dimensionale Kristallisation von Kol-
loiden zu behandeln. Weiterhin konnten die Kopfgruppen der fluorinierten Lipide
mit α-D-Mannose und einem spezifischen Liganden eines Apoptose verursachenden
Rezeptors (CD95L) modifiziert werden. Beide biofunktionale, in die Membran einge-
bundene Moleküle zeigten spezifische Wechselwirkungen mit ausgewählten Zellen,
die einen eindeutigen Einfluss der örtlichen Eingrenzung von Domänen auf das dy-
namische Ausbreiten von Makrophagen und der Apotose von Krebszellen haben.
Die gewonnenen Ergebnisse verdeutlichen, dass synthetisch entwickelte Lipidanker
als Grundbausteine zur Bildung von biofunktionalen Mikro- und Nano-Domänen be-
nutzt werden können, um somit das statische und dynamische Zellverhalten ein-
deutig zu regulieren.
♦
Abstract
Highly uniform and strongly correlated domains of synthetic, fluorinated lipids were
incorporated into solid supported lipid membranes. The systematic characterization
of variable fluorinated lipid domains revealed a significant dependence of the equi-
librium radius of domains on the length of fluorocarbon chains. This can be quan-
titatively explained within the theoretical framework of an equivalent dipole model.
An analysis of the mono–dispersive domains with narrow size distributions and the
precise determination of molecular structure parameters with grazing–incidence
X-ray diffraction measurements enabled treatment of the inter–domain correlations
as two–dimensional colloidal crystallization and calculation of the potential of mean
force. Furthermore, the head groups of fluorinated lipids can be modified with
α–D–mannose and the specific ligand for an apoptosis receptor (CD95L). Both bio-
functional molecules attached to the membranes showed specific interactions with
target cells, revealing a significant influence of the lateral confinement of domains
on the dynamic spreading of macrophages and cancer cell apoptosis. The obtained
results demonstrate that synthetically designed lipid anchors can be used as build-
ing blocks to create biofunctional micro-/nano- domains for the quantitative regula-
tion of the static and dynamic behavior of cells.
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1. Introduction
One of the fundamental principles that governs the formation of structures in bi-
ological systems is self–organization. In nature, the formation of assemblies and
confined patterns is ubiquitous on multiple length scales. On the cellular level, i.e.,
the basic unit of life, plasma membranes define the boundary between extracellular
environments and cytosolic compartments (Lodish et al., 2001). They consist mainly
of lipids and integral proteins. The extracellular surface of the membrane is covered
with carbohydrates, while the cytoplasmic surface is connected to the cytoskeleton.
Moreover, there are many membrane compartments, such as organelles or vesicles
that facilitate transport, recognition and communication across the membrane. This
is the basic requisite of cells to maintain vital functions such as signal transduction,
cell adhesion, or endocytotic trafficking.
carbohydrate
glycoprotein
glycolipid
cholesterol
integral
protein
phospholipid
peripheral
protein
extracellular
fluid
cytosole
Figure 1.1.: Schematic illustration of the plasma membrane of a cell, adapted from
Karp (2005)
A generally accepted structural model for the composition of the plasma mem-
brane is the so-called fluid–mosaic model proposed by Singer and Nicolson (1972)
and later refined by Jacobson et al. (1995, 2007). The core structure is a bilayer
composed of various lipids and cholesterol (see Figure 1.1). A lipid molecule is am-
phiphilic and consists of a hydrophilic head group region and two hydrophobic hy-
drocarbon chains. In an aqueous environment, the lipids self–assemble into bilayers
to minimize contact between polar solvent molecules and hydrophobic (non–polar)
1
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Figure 1.2.: (a) Bright field image of a T–cell in contact with an antigen-presenting
cell (I). Confocal images labeled for talin (green) and protein kinase C (red) in
(II) overlaid cross sectional view, and (III–IV) single channel horizontal cut. Both
proteins are present in two distinct domains (Monks et al., 1998). (b) Crystalline–
like cluster of bacteriorhodopsin in purple membrane imaged by atomic force
microscopy from (I) extracellular, and (II) cytoplasimc surface (Müller and Engel,
2007).
lipid chains. This so–called hydrophobic effect (Tanford, 1978) is entropy–driven and
determines the thermodynamic equilibrium between lipids in solution and those in
the membrane. The fluid bilayer serves as a two–dimensional matrix of integral pro-
teins and a broad variety of proteins coupled to phosphatidylinositol anchors. The
intrinsic fluidity of lipid membranes enables lipid molecules and proteins to freely
diffuse in the membrane.
As a result of the membrane fluidity, incorporated proteins and lipids do not need
to distribute uniformly, but can form local aggregates and domains. The formation
of protein clusters and lipid rafts can be relatively dynamic, e.g., the formation of
ligand–receptor pairs at immunological synaptic junctions (Figure 1.2a), or static,
e.g., the clusters of bacteriorhodopsin in purple membrane (Figure 1.2b). A distinc-
tive feature of these domains is that they facilitate essential membrane functions
and can enhance cooperative functions (Mammen et al., 1998). Lipid monolayers
that display functional domains can be transferred onto a solid substrate to form
so–called supported membranes (Tanaka and Sackmann, 2005). They can be used
as a quantitative cell surface model to study the effect of a local density of functional
molecules on cellular functions. The complexity of embedded molecular structures
2
makes it difficult to directly investigate and describe their interactions. Accordingly,
the design of biomimetic model membranes with a reduced number of components
is desirable.
A common strategy to reconstitute artificial domains in model membranes relies
10 µm
(a)
20 µm
(b)
20 µm
(c)
Figure 1.3.: (a) Fluorescence micrography of sphingomyelin:chol:POPC 1:2:2
domains (Dietrich et al., 2001). (b) Membrane composed of sphin-
gomyelin:chol:DOPC 1:2:2 imaged by atomic force microscopy (Gracía-Sáez and
Schwille, 2010). (c) Fluorescence micrography of a giant unilamellar vesicle con-
taining 1:4 diPhyPC:SOPC + 40% cholesterol (Veach et al., 2006).
on mixtures of sphingolipids, cholesterol (chol), and phospholipids. They form im-
miscible domains as liquid ordered phases surrounded by liquid disordered phases
of phospholipids (Rietveld and Simons, 1998). However, the use of complex lipid
mixtures often results in a highly polydispersive domain size distribution and do-
mains with ill-defined shapes (Figure 1.3). Such inhomogeneous domains, whose
diameters are often comparable to those of cells, cannot be used as well defined
sub-cellular structures to regulate cell behaviors.
The main goal of this thesis is to design a new class of functional domains based
on a binary mixture of phospholipids and synthetic (thus not naturally occurring)
lipids with fluorinated chains. This simplification of the biomimetic system on a two
component lipid system enables one to draw a simpler and better-defined phase
diagram, where the size of domains is regulated by the chemical structure of in-
corporated lipids. Owing to their unique hydrophobic and oleophobic nature, the
fluorinated lipid phase is completely separated from the phospholipid matrix. In re-
cent years, surfactants with partially fluoroalkylated chains have proven their bio-
compatibility for medical applications, e.g. drug delivery (Riess, 2002). Gege et al.
(2004) demonstrate that partially fluoroalkylated lipids with sLeX head groups can
be utilized to regulate the adhesion of Chinese hamster ovarial cells expressing
E-selectin, but need a higher degree of fluorination to form well-defined micro-
domains. In this study, a set of custom–designed, fully perfluorinated lipids with
variable head group functions (synthesized by Dr. Andreea Pasc, Université Henri
3
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Poincaré, Nancy, France) have been used as an alternative to biological "raft" mix-
tures in order to stimulate the highly dynamic response of cells.
solid support
domain
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4.: Schematic illustration of the supported membrane that (a) locally dis-
plays domains of fluorinated lipids and (b) induces cellular response.
Micro- and nano- domains with a narrow, mono–disperse size distribution ini-
tially formed under thermodynamic equilibrium at the air–water interface can be
transferred onto planar solid supports. Fourier transforms of fluorescence images
and self–written analysis routines were used to deduce characteristic length scales
and autocorrelations of micro–domains. To quantitatively determine the size of
nano–domains below optical resolution and the short range intermolecular inter-
actions, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) experiments with an analyzer
crystal were carried out. The precise control of chemical structures and the mea-
surement of structural parameters (e.g. lateral dipole density, tilt angle, molecular
length) enabled the equilibrium domain size to be quantitatively accounted within
the framework of the equivalent dipole theory. Moreover, the correlation between
highly uniform, fluorinated lipid domains in a fluid lipid matrix can be related to the
two–dimensional crystallization of colloids. Stable and well controlled domains can
be further functionalized with a variety of biofunctional molecules, such as carbohy-
drate and peptide moieties, for specific recognition. In this thesis, supported mem-
branes displaying micro-/nano- domains of fluorinated lipids were modified with α–
D–mannose and the specific ligand for an apoptosis receptor (CD95L). The specific
cell response on supported membranes displaying laterally confined domains can
be analyzed with three-dimensional image reconstruction of cells by confocal mi-
croscopy and with reflection interference contrast microscopy. Details of the results
will be presented in the following chapters.
4
2. Materials and Experimental
Techniques
This chapter lists all utilized materials and chemicals, and presents a short descrip-
tion of the most important experimental setups which were used in this thesis. In
addition, protocols for cell culturing and sample preparation are explained.
2.1. Fluorinated Compounds
The fluorinated amphiphilic molecules used in this thesis were synthesized by Dr.
Andréea Pasc (Université Henri Poincaré, Nancy, France). The chemical structures
of all fluorinated molecules are shown in Figure 2.1. Details about the synthesis
can be found in Section A.1 and Kaindl et al. (2010); Oelke et al. (2008). The per-
fluorinated carbon chains of FLn molecules have varying carbon chain lengths (n
= 10, 13, and 17), and are symmetrically connected to glycerol backbones. To
study the impact of carbohydrate ligands on cell adhesion behavior, the hydroxy–
headgroup of FL10Man molecules was replaced by an α-D-mannose monomer. On
the hFL17 molecules, the glycerol backbone was replaced by a beta glutamic acid
providing a free amine for further modification. This headgroup was acetylated for
acFL17 molecules by Dr. Christian Gege (University Heidelberg, Germany). bt-
nFL17 molecules provide a flexible molecular linker, where a short aminohexanoic
acid-spacer carrying biotin at its end is attached to the headgroup.
2.2. Solvents and Chemicals
Purified water was always freshly drawn with a specific electrical resistance greater
than 18MΩcm. The used water purification system from TKA (TKA GenPure, Nieder-
elbert, Germany) was equipped with a UV lamp and ensured a total organic carbon
content (TOC) below 6 ppb upon drawing. All organic solvents including Freon®113
(1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane) were obtained in absolute concentration from
the center of chemistry at the University Heidelberg (Germany). If not stated other-
wise, all other chemicals, including perfluorohexan and methylperfluorobutan were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Germany) and used without further purifi-
cation.
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Figure 2.1.: Structural formulas of fluorinated molecules used in this study.
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1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phophocholine (DOPC) lipids with unsaturated hydro-
carbon chains were ordered from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA). DOPC
has its main transition temperature at −16.5 °C (Silvius and McElhaney, 1979; Ul-
rich et al., 1994) and remains in the liquid-crystalline lamellar phase Lα (Phillips
et al., 1969) under all experimental conditions. For cell adhesion experiments
(Section 7.2), a head group modified lipid with a flexible biotin tag, 1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap biotinyl) (DOPE-btn) from Avanti Polar
Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA), was doped into the DOPC matrix. 1,2-dihexa-decanoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt (TexasRed®-DHPE) was
used as a fluorescent lipid. When mixed with DOPC, it accumulates in the Lα
phase. Its excitation maximum is located at 582 nm and emission maximum at
601 nm. TexasRed®-DHPE was purchased from Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany).
The chemical structures of commercially purchased alkylchain lipids are presented
Section A.2. For better handling, the lipid concentrations were diluted to 1mgml−1
in a Chloroform:Freon®113 (1 v%:1 v%) solution.
NeutrAvidin™, a 60 kDa deglycosylated avidin molecule was purchased from Invit-
rogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) both as unlabeled and Texas Red®-tagged conjugate.
The apoptosis signaling ligand hsCD95L and its biotinylated conjugate CD95L-T4-
btn were custom designed for this study by Apogenix GmbH (Heidelberg, Germany).
Cell staining of fixed cells was done with DRAQ5TMfrom biostatus limited (Leicester-
shire, UK), a far-red fluorescent DNA dye with excitation maximum at 647 nm and
emission maximum at 683 nm. Actin was stained with Alexa Fluor®488 phalloidin
(ex: 499 nm, em: 520 nm) from Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany).
2.3. Substrates
For fluorescence microscopy experiments, glass cover slips made from borosili-
cate glass (D 263M) were custom-ordered from Menzel GmbH (Braunschweig, Ger-
many). The dimensions were 75mm × 25mm with a thickness of 0.17mm ± 0.01mm.
X-ray reflection experiments were performed on Si(100)–substrates (Si-Mat, Lands-
berg / Lech, Germany) with native oxide that were cut to 25mm× 25mm. Experi-
ments for cell adhesion were done in 0.8mm high µ-slide I luer channels, whereas
time series experiments with subsequent fixation of cells were performed in µ-slide
VI 0.4 channels. All flow chambers were purchased from Ibidi GmbH (Martin-
sried, Germany) without bottoms to allow custom preparation of substrates. Delo®-
Photobond 4442 from Delo (Windach, Germany) was used as adhesive and cured
under UV-light for at least 5 h. The assembly of flow chambers under aqueous con-
ditions was done with a low viscous Baysoline-Paste from Bayer (Leverkusen, Ger-
many). The preparation of substrates is described in Subsection 2.5.2.
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2.4. Substrate Cleaning Protocol
To remove any contaminants and produce hydrophilic surfaces, all substrates were
cleaned according to a modified RCA Standard Clean 1 (Kern and Puotinen, 1970)
protocol:
• successive ultrasonication for 5min in acetone, ethanol, methanol and purified
water
• incubation for 30min at 60 °C in 1:1:5 (v/v/v) parts of 30% ammonia : 30%
hydrogen peroxide : purified water
• intensive rinsing with purified water and storage overnight under vacuum con-
ditions
Clean glass cover slides were made hydrophobic with n-octadecyltrimethoxysilane
(ODTMS) from ABCR GmbH (Karlsruhe, Germany) with the following surface coat-
ing protocol:
• soaking slides into 160ml toluene directly after vacuum conditions
• adding 8.4ml ODTMS of 95m% and 0.8ml butylamine of 99.5 v% as catalyst
• sonication for 1 h under cooled conditions below the chain melting temperature
Tc = 18 °C of ODTMS
• incubation for 30min on ice
• intensive rinsing with toluene and ethanol
All glass substrates were used within 14 d and were stored under vacuum condi-
tions. Flow chamber lids were cleaned in 2 v% Hellmanex®II solution from Hellma
GmbH (Müllheim, Germany), washed with distilled water, and sonicated for 15min
in 70 v% ethanol for disinfection. The assembly of flow chamber lids was carried out
under sterile conditions inside a flow box. After assembly, all flow chambers were
instantaneously used for cell experiments.
2.5. Film Balance Techniques
Within this thesis, monolayers of amphiphilic molecules were prepared at the air–
water interface and transferred onto solid substrates. Several different Langmuir
film balance setups were used. A Langmuir film balance typically consists of a
Teflon®(polytetrafluoroethylen) trough filled with aqueous medium. A schematic
view of a single barrier Langmuir film balance is shown in Figure 2.2a. Amphiphilic
molecules that are spread onto the water surface will accumulate at the air–water
interface and orient themselves with the hydrophobic part away from the aque-
ous subphase. The hydrophobic Teflon®prevents adsorption of the molecules onto
8
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the trough walls. The density and the surface pressure Π of the spread molecules
are precisely controlled by either one or two barriers that regulate the available
area A of the amphiphilic molecules. Depending on the density of the spread am-
phiphilic molecules, the two–dimensional surface pressure σ can be calculated from
the Helmholtz free energy F (see Section 4.2) as,
σ =
∂F
∂A
∣∣∣∣
T,N
. (2.1)
The decrease in σ from the aqueous subphase (σ0) is defined as lateral surface
pressure Π,
Π = σ0 − σ, (2.2)
and is measured by the Wilhelmy plate technique (Gaines, 1966). Here, an hy-
drophilic platelet (e.g. filter paper) is immersed into the subphase and completely
wetted. The forces acting on the platelet are the gravity, the buoyant force and the
surface pressure pulling the Wilhelmy plate downwards. By measuring the resulting
force on the Wilhelmy plate, knowing the geometry of the platelet, the surface pres-
sure can be measured by σ = force/perimeter. Langmuir film balance techniques
allow the deposition of multiple monolayers with alternating lipid orientations onto
a solid substrate. The substrate is repeatedly immersed into or withdrawn from the
subphase, while amphiphilic molecules transfer from the air–water interface onto
the substrate. With increasing numbers of transfer repetitions, the substrate will
be decorated with a single monolayer, a lipid membrane, or stacks of membranes.
Depending on the monolayer composition of each transfer it is possible to create
membranes with asymmetric leaflets.
Before monolayer preparation, the used Langmuir film balance was thoroughly
cleaned. The trough was wiped with ethanol and subjected to multiple filling and
aspiration cycles with purified water. The final water fill was equilibrated to 20 °C
and the cleanness of the subphase was verified by closing the barriers to a minimum
surface area. If this compression resulted in an increase of surface pressure above
0.2mNm−1, the cleaning procedure was repeated. Otherwise, the surface was con-
sidered as clean and the surface pressure was set to Π = 0mNm−1. Afterwards
the barriers were completely opened and spreading of the desired lipid solution was
started.
2.5.1. Langmuir-Blodgett Transfer
Asymmetric membranes on solid supports were prepared with a proximal pure
DOPC leaflet and a distal lipid layer consistent of fluorinated lipid domains within
a DOPC matrix. The asymmetric deposition allows lateral healing of membrane de-
fects and diffusion of fluorinated lipid domains within the upper leaflet. The lower
9
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DOPC leaflet was transferred by the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique on a self-
built film balance equipped with a single barrier and a deep dipping-well for long
cover slides. After cleaning (Section 2.4), a hydrophilic glass cover slide was at-
tached to the dipper and immersed into the subphase. Subsequently, the lipid solu-
tion was spread onto the water surface and sufficient time (> 20min) was allowed
for solvent evaporation. Compression of the lipid monolayer was started with a con-
stant rate of 13 cm2/min while the surface pressure was continuously monitored. At
a preset value of 20mNm−1 the barrier stopped and the surface pressure was kept
constant during LB transfer. For monolayer transfer the substrate was withdrawn
from the subphase with a slow dipping speed of 7mm/min and instantaneously used
for Langmuir-Schäfer transfer to avoid dryingout. To assess the quality of the trans-
ferred film, the area of the immersed substrate was compared to the diminished
area of the trough during LB transfer. An area reduction occurs during LB transfer,
since the surface pressure is kept constant by the barrier. Only substrates with a
transfer ratio close to unity were used for experiments.
2.5.2. Langmuir-Schäfer Transfer
Langmuir-Schäfer (LS) transfer uses hydrophobic substrates, either prepared by LB
deposition or by silanization (Section 2.4). The monolayer preparation and trans-
fer was done on a Nima 311D (Coventry, UK) filmbalance. Before calibrations, a
polished Teflon®lid (65 cm × 95 cm) was placed on the trough bottom. The lid was
immersed completely into the water subphase and later used to remove the sam-
ple. After temperature equilibration to 20 °C the lipid monolayer was spread onto
the water surface and more than 50min solvent evaporation time were allowed for
chloroform/Freon®dissolved lipid solutions. The monolayer was slowly compressed
(2 cm2/min) to the desired surface pressure in order to remain close to the ther-
modynamic equilibrium of domains during compression. After an additional 15min
equilibration at a constant surface pressure, the substrate was held slightly oblique
above the water level with the hydrophobic surface facing downwards. LS transfer
was completed by gently dropping the substrate onto the water surface and im-
mersing it subsequently into the water subphase. The sample was placed onto the
immersed Teflon®lid. A remaining water interlayer between solid supported mem-
brane and the Teflon®lid prevents the membrane from disruption. This was con-
firmed with bleaching tests of fluorescence tracer labeled membranes (Section 3.5).
Finally, a suited Teflon®frame was clamped onto the lid and the sample was trans-
ferred under immersed conditions into an external water bath. There, flow chamber
lids were mounted under water onto the substrates to prevent drying of the mem-
brane. The water filled channel volume was exchanged with cell culture medium
and chambers were ready for use. A schematic overview of the LS transfer steps is
shown in Figure 2.2.
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F
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.2.: (a) Schematic cross section through a single barrier film balance used
for Langmuir Schäfer transfer. (b) Schematic illustration of flow chambers as-
sembly in a water bath for solid supported membranes.
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Table 2.1.: Filter sets used for fluorescence microscopy. The wavelength for exci-
tation and emission filters denote the center wavelength and the width of the
bandpass.
Fluorescent Excitation Dichroic mirror Emission Producer
marker [nm] [nm] [nm]
Texas Red® 560/40 585 630/75 Carl Zeiss
TRITC 525/45 560 595/60 Omega Optical
DRAQ5 640/30 660 695/50 Carl Zeiss
2.5.3. Film Balance with Kelvin Probe
Surface potential measurements at the air–water interface were performed on a two
barrier, metal coated film balance µSpot mini trough from Kibron Inc. (Espoo, Fin-
land). The trough is equipped with a macroscopic vibrating Kelvin probe gold elec-
trode that was placed in central position between the two closed barriers. Before
monolayer spreading, the trough was intensively rinsed under a continuous flow of
distilled water from the tap and thoroughly wiped with ethanol. A subphase of 25ml
distilled water was spread on the trough and a test compression with pure water
subphase was performed. Only if the surface potential had been constant (±10mV),
was the interface considered clean and the measured surface potential was set to
0V. Otherwise the cleaning procedure was repeated. The surface pressure was set
to Π = 0mNm−1 at an open barrier position. The lipid solutions were spread in very
small drops only close to the barriers, to avoid ripening of the water subphase due
to solvent displacement.
2.6. Fluorescence Microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy was used to quantify the size distribution of fluorinated
lipid domains and to reconstruct the three-dimensional shape of stained cells. For
monolayers, a Zeiss Axiovert 200 microscope (Göttingen, Germany) equipped with a
X-cite®120Q PCmercury lamp (EXOF, Mississauga, ON-Canada) illumination system
and suitable filter sets (Table 2.1) were used. Table 2.2 lists all objectives used
in this study together with their magnification and numerical aperture. Images
were recorded with an Orca ER CCD-camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Herrsching,
Germany) at exposure times below 10ms. The acquisition software Hokawo version
2.1 (Hamamatsu Photonics, Herrsching, Germany) allowed for time laps imaging
and video capturing to be transferred via a frame grabber card from Coreco Imaging
(Gröbenzell, Germany).
Image stacks for three-dimensional cell reconstruction were recorded with a con-
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Table 2.2.: Objectives used in this thesis. N.A. denotes the numerical aperture of the
objective and phase ring the standardized size of the implemented phase contrast
ring.
Magnification Medium N.A. Correction Phase Ring Producer
20x LD air 0.40 Achroplan Ph1 Carl Zeiss
20x ELWD air 0.45 Plan Fluor Ph1 Nikon
40x ELWD air 0.60 Plan Fluor Ph2 Nikon
60x air 0.95 Plan Apo Ph2 Nikon
60x water 1.20 Plan Apo VC Ph2 Nikon
63x LD air 0.75 Achroplan Ph2 Carl Zeiss
63x Antiflex oil 1.25 PlanNeofluar Ph2 Carl Zeiss
100x water 1.00 Achroplan — Carl Zeiss
focal microscope setup at the Nikon Imaging Center (BIOQUANT, Heidelberg, Ger-
many). A Perkin Elmer (Waltham, MA-USA) confocal UltraView spinning disc unit
was mounted on an inverted Nikon Eclipse TI microscope (Nikon, Düsseldorf, Ger-
many) equipped with a 60x Plan Apo VC water immersion objective (N.A. 1.2). Im-
age acquisition was performed with Volocity 5.2 software (Perkin Elmer, Waltham,
MA-USA) and a Hamamatsu EM-CCD camera (Herrsching, Germany) with matched
exposure times below 400ms. The image stacks were deconvolved with Huygens
software 3.4 from Scientific Volume Imaging (Hilversum, The Netherlands). Visual-
ization and further image processing were performed with ImageJ 1.44 (Abramoff
et al., 2004) and Volume Viewer V1.05 plugin. Calculation of the cell volume was
performed with the Volumest plugin (Markko, 2008).
2.7. Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy
Images for reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) were recorded with
the same Axiovert 200 inverted microscope and camera setup as described for flu-
orescence microscopy. The monochromatic wavelength of (546 nm ± 12 nm) was ex-
tracted with an appropriate green band pass filter from the EXOF X–cite®120Q PC
metal halogenide lamp (Mississauga, ON-Canada) that was connected with a liq-
uid fiber to the microscope. To reduce background signal and provide enhanced
contrast of interference fringes, a 63x Antiflex Plan-Neofluar oil objective with nu-
merical aperture of 1.25 and built–in lambda quarter plate (Carl Zeiss, Göttingen,
Germany) was used. A polarizer was inserted in the illumination pathway and un-
retarded light that passes twice through the lambda quarter plate was filtered at
a crossed Sénarmont analyzer. The numerical aperture of illumination was set ap-
proximately to 0.5. Image sequences of cells consisted of 12 frames per second with
13
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Figure 2.3.: (a) Schematic alignment of optical components for RICM setup with
antiflex contrast enhancement.
an individual exposure time of 75ms. A sketch of the instrumental RICM setup with
antiflex contrast enhancement is shown in Figure 2.3.
2.8. Synchrotron X-ray Measurements
Specular X-ray reflectivity and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction measurements
were performed at the beamline ID10B of the European Synchrotron Radiation Fa-
cility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France. The energy of the incoming beam was set with a
diamond [111] double crystal setup to 8.00 keV (λ = 1.55Å). For grazing–incidence
X-ray diffraction (Figure 2.4a), a collimating slit for the incoming beam was set in
horizontal direction to 0.2mm and in vertical direction to 0.05mm. The sample stage
was equipped with a film balance that guaranteed a horizontal air–water interface
and allowed height displacements to position the impinging beam on the water sur-
face. The linear detector was modified with an analyzer crystal setup (Section 5.1)
and mounted on a 3 circle diffractometer arm which allowed out–of–plane detec-
tion up to ∼ 40°. Calibration of the analyzer crystal yielded Bragg condition for the
diffracted beam under τB = 14.35° for the used X-ray wavelength (λ = 1.55Å).
Θ–2Θ X-ray reflection measurements (Figure 2.4b) were performed on solid sub-
strates. Collimating slits for the incoming beam were set to 0.5mm in horizontal, and
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Figure 2.4.: (a) Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction setup for the air-water interface
and (b) specular X-ray reflectivity measurement setup for an air-solid interfaces
at the beamline ID10B of the ESRF.
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0.05mm in vertical direction. The sample was placed on a 3 circle diffractometer,
which allowed sample alignment in all directions. In front of a fixed point detector,
two resolution confining slits with horizontal openings of 0.6mm and 0.3mm were
placed in series.
For both setups, the samples were enclosed in a gas-tight sample chamber with
embedded Kapton®foil windows, to allow transmittance of the incoming and outgo-
ing beam. The sample chambers were purged with He2 and oxygen concentration
was reduced to a level of below 0.1% to minimize radiation damage.
2.9. Macrophages
The murine macrophages cell line J774.A1 was purchased from the Deutsche Samm-
lung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH (DSMZ GmbH, Braunschweig,
Germany). Cell culture was maintained under standard conditions (37 °C and 5%
CO2) in 89 v% Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) with high (4500mg l−1)
glucose content, 10 v% fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 1 v% penicillin and strepto-
mycin (Sigma–Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Munich, Germany). Macrophages were har-
vested and split at densities of∼ 8× 105 cells cm−2 and seeded for∼ 2× 105 cells cm−2.
For experiments, cells were diluted to concentrations of ∼ 2× 105 cellsml−1. At least
16 h before harvesting macrophages with a scraper, the cell culture medium was ex-
changed to a FBS, phenol red, and glucose–free DMEMmedium to synchronize cells.
Cell adhesion experiments were carried out in 140mM NaCl and 1mM CaCl aqueous
solution buffered with tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) at 7.4 pH.
2.10. Pancreatic Cancer Cells
Cancer cells were isolated from a male patient suffering an invasive malignant pan-
creas tumor. In the following they are referred as PanD24 or pancreatic cancer
cells. PanD24 cells were cultured in freshly prepared and sterile filtered medium
composed of:
• 250ml DMEM : 250ml Ham’s Nutritient Mixture F12 with L-glutamine
• 1 v% penicillin and streptomyicin
• 250ml N2 supplements
• 10ml B–27 supplements
• 20µl bFGF
• 20µl EGF
Supplements and growth factors (bFGF, EGF) were received in ready-made con-
centrations from the Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum (DKFZ, Heidelberg, Ger-
many) and medium was purchased from (Sigma–Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Munich,
16
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Germany). PanD24 grew in solution under standard conditions (37 °C, 5% CO2) and
became not adherent. Cells were split by a factor of ∼ 1 : 8 as soon as cell agglomer-
ates were well visible to the eye. Prior to experiments, cells were twice washed with
150mM phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 7.4 pH and centrifuged down at 1200 rps
for 5min. Experiments were carried out in a freshly prepared culture medium with-
out phenol red, penicillin and streptomycin at concentrations of ∼ 2× 105 cellsml−1.
2.11. Vesicle Preparation
For preparation of small unilamellar vesicles (SUV), lipid suspensions with a total
lipid content of 1mg were dried in RCA cleaned flasks with a rotary evaporator. For a
complete removal of the solvent, lipids were stored overnight in vacuum. The dried
lipids were resuspended in 1ml aqueous buffer and incubated for 2 h at 37°, where
they formed multilamellar vesicles with broad size distribution. Subsequent sonica-
tion for 30min with a titanium tip sonicator formed SUVs. The vesicle solution was
centrifuged to remove remaining titanium particles and was stored for experiments
no longer than 3 d at 4°.
Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUV) were prepared by electroformation. Lipid so-
lutions with a total lipid content of 1mg were dried on two indium tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass plates. Both glass plates were fixed inside a Teflon®holder with ITO
sides facing to each other and an inter-electrode spacing of ∼ 2mm. After filling the
spacing with distilled water, a weak AC field of 10Hz and 0.5V is applied on the ITO
electrodes. Every 20min the electric field is gradually increased by 0.5V to a final
potential of 2V. The final lipid solution is a mixture of unilamellar and multilamellar
giant vesicles and was immediately used for experiments.
2.12. Ligand Deposition
The deposition of CD95L-T4-btn on btnFL17-domains and DOPE-btn lipid mem-
branes was realized by a NeutrAvidin™-biotin bridge with the following preparation
steps:
• incubation of supported membrane with 1µgml−1 NeutrAvidin™for 15min
• intensive rinsing with purified water (50ml)
• incubation with CD95-T4-btn 20 nM for 40min
• intensive rinsing with PBS (50ml)
• exchange to cell culture medium and prewarming to 37 °C
• addition of (60µl) cell suspension at a final concentration of 2× 106 cellsml−1
• if required, addition of fluoresence marker molecules
17

3. Preparation Techniques of Domains
The usage of highly fluoric and at the same time lipophobic molecules leads to dif-
ficulties regarding the solubility and handling of lipids. This chapter deals with
adapted preparation techniques for fluorolipid containing monolayer deposition on
solid supports. Protocols were systematically tested and optimized to prepare homo-
geneously distributed, large scale (several cm2) domain patterns on solid supports
that allowed for subsequent cell experiments under comparable conditions.
3.1. Solvent Tuning for Fluorous/Organic Systems
In standard organic solvents the solubility of heavily fluoric molecules turned out
to be very low. An attempt to increase the solvating power was done with regards
on polarity and fluorophility of the solvents (Chu et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2005). The
tuning strategy had to account for simultaneous handling of amphiphatic hydrocar-
bon based lipids and lipophobic fluorocarbon lipids. Requirements of the choice
of possible fluorous solvents were miscibility to chloroform – where hydrocarbon
lipids were dissolved – and a low boiling point near room temperature, to allow
for evaporation at the air–water interface prior to LS deposition (Subsection 2.5.2).
Dissolving of fluorinated lipids was tested in a series of solvent mixtures, starting
with fluorophilic, but low polar perfluoroalkanes, and increasing the polarity with
the addition of hydrofluoroethers or more polar chlorinated ethanes and methanes.
Table 3.1 lists the set of different solvent mixtures, where 1mg FL17 molecules
(powder), having highest fluorocarbon–content within this study, were dissolved in
up to 5ml solvent mixture. The lipid concentration decreased by addition of 500µl
solvent from 1mgml−1 to a final concentration of 0.2mgml−1. After each dilution
step, the mixtures were subjected to a heating and cooling cycle between 40 °C and
0 °C in a closed test–tube, followed by subsequent sonication for 15min.
As shown in Table 3.1, no solvation of FL17 was observed in pure perfluoroheaxan
and chloroform. In mixtures that indicated low solubility, a small fraction of crys-
tallites remained in solution. These crystallites were hardly detectable to the eye
and could not be disrupted by longer sonication cycles. Spreading efficiency of
these solvent mixtures on Langmuir monolayers confirmed poor dissolution of FL17.
Acceptable solvation of molecules was only reached for tri-chloro-tri-fluoroethane
(commercial name: Freon®113) : chloroform mixtures at concentrations below
0.4mgml−1, and methylperfluorbutan : chloroform mixtures less concentrated than
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Table 3.1.: Solubility of fluorinated molecules in low polar, fluorous solvent mix-
tures. The polarity of the solvent was stepwise increased by varying the solvent
composition.
mixture ratio solubility
perfluorohexan 1 no
perfluorohexan : methylperfluorobutan 1:1 low
perfluorohexan : methylperfluorobutan : chloroform 1:1:1 low
perfluorohexan : Freon®113 : chloroform 2:1:1 low
methylperflurobutan : chloroform 1:1 medium
Freon®113 : chloroform 1:1 medium
chloroform 1 no
0.6mgml−1. The latter one was excluded after monolayer compression experiments
(see Section 3.2). Flourinated molecules carrying additional organic modifications
at the head group (FL10Man, btnFL17) were dissolved in Freon®113 : chloroform
mixtures with addition of a small droplet of ethanol.
3.2. Spreading Efficiency
The low solubility of fluorinated lipids caused small concentration fluctuations be-
tween independently prepared lipid solutions. These lipid solutions were the basis of
binary lipid mixtures of DOPC and fluorinated lipids with varying molar content. In
order to reduce the systematic error in molar concentration of binary mixtures, each
fluorinated lipid stock solution was adjusted for its theoretical expected value. From
grazing–incidence X-ray diffraction experiments presented in Section 5.1, the molec-
ular area for each fluorinated lipid molecule is known. For a lateral surface pressure
of Π = 20mNm−1 a molecular area of 56.4Å
2
for FL10, 56.3Å
2
for FL13, and 55.0Å
2
for FL17 molecules was obtained. Spreading lipid solutions with molecular concen-
tration lower than expected onto the air–water surface leads to an underestimation
of the molecular area in the compression isotherm. This error was corrected for
each fluorinated lipid stock solution by recording the respective isotherms. Special
care was taken during lipid spreading at the air–water interface to minimize loss
of lipids to the subphase. Figure 3.1a and Figure 3.1b show the area of corrected
isotherms for all fluorinated lipids used in this study. The correction factor for each
stock solution was calculated from the relative mismatch of molecular areas at a
surface pressure Π of 25mNm−1.
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Figure 3.1.: Top: Langmuir isotherms of DOPC, FL10, FL13, and FL17 after spread-
ing area correction. Bottom: Compression isotherms of FL10Man, btnFL17, and
acFL17.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.2.: (Vesicles were prepared from 33mol% fluorinated lipid mixtures. (a) Flu-
orescence micrography of supported membrane after vesicle fusion with SUVs.
Bleaching spot demonstrates the successful deposition of a membrane. (b) GUVs
in water hovering above the substrate and (c) forming inhomogeneous membrane
patches after rupturing in aqueous buffer solution. No domain formation was ob-
served. Scale bars are 10µm.
3.3. Vesicle Fusion
A widely used and fast approach for preparation of high quality supported lipid bilay-
ers is the vesicle fusion technique (Reviakine and Brisson, 2000). It originates from
cell experiments of immune cells with supported model membranes (Watts et al.,
1986; McConnell et al., 1986). For vesicle fusion, the composition of lipid vesicles
is one important factor for successful deposition of membranes onto the solid sub-
strates (Nollert et al., 1995). Lipid mixtures consisting of 33mol% FL10, 66.9mol%
DOPC, and 0.1mol% TexasRed®-DHPE were tested for a potential application of the
vesicle fusion technique to simplify and fasten domain formation on solid supports.
Small unilamellar vesicles (SUV) with diameters below 100 nm were prepared as
described in Section 2.11. For membrane deposition, flow chambers with silanized
and hydrophilic glass slides were filled with 200 µl SUV solution. The samples
were incubated for 30min at 37 °C and afterwards vigorously rinsed with buffer.
Figure 3.2a shows a fluorescence micrography after vesicle fusion. All substrates
displayed homogeneous membranes without domains of phase separated fluori-
nated lipids. The dark spot was generated through bleaching of the membrane
for 30 sec with a closed field blend. A healing of the bleaching spot was observed
through lateral diffusion of the fluorescent lipids, which demonstrates the good
quality of the membrane. The lack of FL10 domains (compare Figure 5.6) indicates
a separation of fluorinated molecules from the DOPC already before vesicle fusion,
i.e., during SUV preparation. An electrostatic repulsion of fluorinated lipids from
the substrate due to high dipole contributions was excluded by usage of 150mM
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monovalent PBS buffer. The high salt concentration reduces the Debye screening
length below 8Å (Israelachvili, 1991, p. 238) and allows SUVs to approach the sur-
face and to rupture (Kalb et al., 1992; Reviakine and Brisson, 2000).
To reduce stress on fluorinated lipids that are incorporated in membranes of high
curvature, vesicle fusion was also performed with giant unilamellar vesicles (GUV)
with diameters much larger than 1µm. Preparation of GUVs was performed by
electro-swelling and is described in Section 2.11. Figure 3.2b shows fluorescence
pictures of GUVs in water and Figure 3.2c after addition of 150mM PBS buffer. GUVs
displayed a homogeneous fluorescence without phase separated FL10 domains. Af-
ter addition of 150mM monovalent buffer, vesicles became adherent and ruptured
onto the substrate. The formed membrane patches showed inhomogeneous super-
position of membranes with incomplete surface coating, but did not reveal phase-
excluding domains of fluorescent lipids.
Since no phase separated FL10 domains were observed, vesicle fusion was ex-
cluded as possible preparation technique for fluorinated lipid mixtures.
3.4. Solvent Exchange
A different approach to form membranes on solid supports is the so-called sol-
vent exchange method. Dissolved lipids are injected into a closed sample cham-
ber and the relative water content of the solvent is increased. The low solubil-
ity of lipid molecules in water (below 1× 10−12mol l−1) (Sackmann and Merkel,
2010, p. 301) forces the lipid molecules to aggregate within the aqueous phase
or to assemble on top of the chamber walls. For 33mol% : 66.9mol% : 0.1mol%
FL10 : DOPC : TexasRed®-DHPE lipid mixtures, 50 v% methanol to the 1 v%:1 v%
Chloroform:Freon®113 stock solution was added, since Freon®113 and chloroform
can be regarded as immiscible with water. The sample chamber was filled with
200 µl of solution and the solvents were slowly exchange by a methanol:water mix-
ture with increasing water content. Figure 3.3a shows vesicles that emerged in the
aqueous phase during a slow solvent exchange process. Differences in fluorescence
intensities indicate an inhomogeneous demixing of fluorinated lipids from the DOPC
matrix. After a complete solvent exchange process, the formation of monolayers
and membranes on the sample chamber walls was observed. Figure 3.3b shows
a selected area of a fluorescence image where fluorinated lipids (dark spots) are
surrounded by a DOPC:TexasRed®-DHPE matrix (bright area). Domains are ran-
domly distributed and are larger in size compared to other transfer techniques (see
Figure 5.6). The missing control on film properties, like the lateral surface pressure
Π, led to an uncontrolled formation of monolayers, membranes and stacked struc-
tures. Figure 3.3c shows a fluorescence image of an area without surface coating
(black region, right), with monolayer formation (gray region with black domains,
center), and with multilayer deposition (bright region with bright spots, left). The
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.3.: (a) Vesicles from FL10:DOPC mixtures emerging in aqueous phase dur-
ing solvent exchange. (b) Fluorescence microscopy images of supported mem-
branes after solvent exchange displaying randomly distributed FL10 domains
(dark). (c) Stacked membrane patches that cause (d) interference fringes with
RICM. All scale bars are 10µm.
interference patterns of the RICM image on the same scene, Figure 3.3d, confirm
stacked structures by alternating fringes. Since it was not possible to precisely
control monolayer properties and reproduce the lateral distribution of fluorinated
domains, solvent exchange emerged as unfeasible method for membrane deposition
of fluorinated lipid mixtures.
3.5. Asymmetric Membrane Deposition
Since membrane preparation by self-assembly methods resulted in dissatisfying
membrane qualities for fluorinated binary lipid mixtures, the transfer character-
istics of domains from Langmuir films onto solid substrates were quantified. Albeit
preparation is far more laborious, the Langmuir preparation methods benefit from
a defined molecular monolayer composition, allowing preparation of asymmetric
leaflets, and a precise control of the lateral density of lipids.
Monolayers composed of 33mol% hFL17 : 67mol% DOPC enriched with traces of
TexasRed®-DHPE were transferred by LS (Subsection 2.5.2) deposition onto silanized
glass substrates. Figure 3.4a shows hFL17 domains surrounded by a fluorescent la-
beled DOPC matrix. The fluorescence tracer lipid preferentially enriches in the liq-
uid disordered phase of DOPC molecules and reveals black spots where olephobic
fluorinated lipids are present. The same results were found for monolayers trans-
ferred onto glass slides coated beforehand with an underlying, pure DOPC mono-
layer (Figure 3.4b). The proximal LB transferred (Subsection 2.5.1) DOPC mono-
layer was instantaneous completed by LS transfer to an asymmetric membrane with
incorporated fluorinated lipid domains. In contrast, membranes that were prepared
for symmetric 33mol% hFL17 : 66.9mol% DOPC and 0.1mol% TexasRed®-DHPE
leaflets by LB transfer revealed irregular distributions of the fluorescence tracer
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4.: Preparation of solid supported hFL17:DOPC membrane leaflets by
Langmuir filmbalance techniques on (a) silanized, (b) DOPC monolayer coated,
and (c) symmetric hFL17:DOPC leaflets. All scale bars correspond to 5µm.
lipid TexasRed®-DHPE. The domains appeared inverted in luminescence. Since a
clear phase separation and full functionality of fluorinated lipids were not guar-
anteed for symmetric membranes, all further experiments in this study were per-
formed on solid supported substrates with asymmetric membranes.
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4. Theory of Domain Formation
This chapter presents a theoretical description of domain formation in Langmuir
monolayers under equilibrium conditions. The equivalent dipole model explains the
competing effect of the line tension and electrostatic forces that are responsible for
phase separation and pattern formation in two-dimensional liquids. A discussion on
important structural parameters of mesoscopic patterns, such as equilibrium radius
of domains and inter-domain correlation, is followed by a review on domain equili-
bration processes and phase transition characteristics. The structural parameters
derived in this chapter provide a reference for fluorinated lipid domains that are
discussed in Chapter 5.
4.1. Thermodynamic Description of Liquids
Liquids are distinguished from highly confined solids by the lack of long-range or-
der, which provides each liquid particle with a higher degree of translational and
rotational freedom. A general, applicable model of liquids that takes all the vary-
ing geometrical factors into account is difficult to describe. The nature of liquids
is dominated by the importance of collision processes and short range correlations
between the liquid constituents. Therefore, the structure of liquids is dominated by
core repulsion of these kinetic constituents, associated with the so-called excluded-
volume effect (Hansen and McDonald, 2008, p.3). Interaction energies together
with two-molecular correlation functions determine the total energy stored in a
system which minimizes by law of nature. To calculate the total free energy of a
system, all pair-wise interaction energies of particles are summed up as functions
of the molecular separation, orientation, and entropy. If the system additionally in-
cludes competing long-range interactions, like dipole or electrostatic forces, then
variations in the correlation functions can appear and lead to modulated phases
(Seul and Andelman, 1995). These variations appear as periodic spatial patterns,
like separated domains or stripe-like phases. They were found for a vast variety of
systems, like e.g. colloidal suspensions (Belloni, 2000), superconducting and fer-
rofluidic systems (Cape and Lehman, 1971), or more biologically relevant Langmuir
films (Weis and McConnell, 1984; Möhwald, 1990). This thesis focuses solely on
such two-dimensional Langmuir films (Langmuir, 1917) of amphiphilic molecules
enriched at the air–water interface. Langmuir monolayers differ from ideal two-
dimensional, incompressible liquids by the asymmetric coupling to the surrounding
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media, air and water. Thus, long ranging dipole- or electrostatic interactions lead
to asymmetric, non extensive energy distributions at the interface that induce mod-
ulated phases of finite size (Wurlitzer, 2001, p.4).
4.2. Total Free Energy
The total amount of energy stored in a system can be expressed by a set of intensive
and extensive state variables, such as pressure p, volume V , chemical potential
µch, number of particles N , charge q of a particle, or electric potential Φ, that fully
describe the experimental system. Typically, by changing one of these variables,
mechanical, chemical or electrostatic work W can be applied to or gained from the
system. The first law of thermodynamics states that the change of internal energy
dU of a system is altered by the work δW and heat δQ applied to the system:
dU = δQ+ δW. (4.1)
The amount of energy received in forms of heat δQ is expressed by the change in
entropy dS at temperature T . In thermodynamics, these state variables are related
by a set of state equations that can be transformed into each other by Legendre
transformations. Dependent on the set of fixed state variables, they yield different
thermodynamic potentials. In this thesis, I describe a liquid phase of closed volume
V in equilibrium with its surrounding, i.e., at constant temperature T and with given
particle number N . The total energy stored in this system is called Helmholtz free
energy F (Ibach, 2006, p.159)
dF = dU − SdT = −SdT − pdV + µchdN +Φdq... . (4.2)
Equation 4.2 reflects a full description of a single homogeneous liquid phase. As
soon as a system consists of a second phase, necessarily some boundary line or
interface area between the phases must exist. The creation of such an interface
introduces inhomogeneities, such as deviations in particle density or chemical po-
tential, and costs energy. In three dimensions the energy stored within this interface
of area A is associated with the specific surface free energy:
f s =
F s
A
. (4.3)
The surface free energy of an existing, stable interface must be positive (in absence
of strong inter-particle bonds, like covalent bonds). Otherwise the condensed phase
would prefer to dissociate. In different fields of solid state physics f s is definied for
different fixed state variables (Ibach, 2006, p.161) and is then called surface ten-
sion. In the following I will refer to an idealized, two-dimensional, infinitely narrow
interface, i.e., bulk properties like chemical potential or the electric potential close
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to the surface are not influenced. This surface free energy is then defined along a
contour line l, sensing an attractive line tension λ:
lλ = F s −
∑
µchi Ni − Φq = Fλ , (4.4)
λ =
∂F s
∂p
∣∣∣∣
T,l
. (4.5)
It is necessary to note, that the line tension in Equation 4.5 is defined for constant
temperature T and vanishing dipole interactions. It is not a material constant, but
rather depends on the shape and curvature of the contour line.
Several theories (McConnell, 1991; Seul and Andelman, 1995; Iwamoto and Ou-
Yang, 2004) explain the existence of modulated phases under equilibrium conditions
by the so-called equivalent dipole model. This means, the total free energy F of a
two component system is described as the competing effect of line tension and long
range electrostatic repulsion. Thus, all energy contributions can be categorized
within three major terms. The first is a background free energy F0 that takes all en-
tropy contributions regarding the molar composition and total accessible area into
consideration. In this thesis, F0 can be seen as constant, since molar fraction and
molecular area of lipids were not changed during the experiments. Additionally, the
surface free energy caused by the separation of modulated phases is accounted as-
second term by the line energy term Fλ. And as third term, electrostatic long range
energy contributions that arise from dipole interactions or charged molecules are
considered as Fel. Since the electrostatic contributions from one phase can be in-
cluded within the background energy F0, only the potential difference with respect
to the second phases needs to be considered and scales proportional to the domain
sizes. Contributions originating from domain shapes and entropic terms from ar-
rangements of domain patterns are not covered within this theoretical framework.
In summary, the total free energy F of a system with modulated phases writes as:
F = F0 + Fλ + Fel . (4.6)
4.3. Interaction Potentials
Lipid monolayers at the air-water interface minimize their total free energy F and
can thereby separate into discrete phases with sharp boundaries (Gibbs phases),
where one homogeneous phase is surrounded by a second coexisting phase. As
mentioned in Section 4.2, the existence of such separated phases under equilibrium
conditions can be explained as the competing effect of line tension and long-range
electrostatic repulsion. Here, one has to distinguish between two energy contribu-
tions:
(i) On a molecular level, all interactions of lipid molecules take place within an ef-
fective inter–molecular pair potential. It is commonly described by a strong, short-
ranged core repulsion and a less pronounced, uniform long-range contribution. A
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very popular and widely used pair–potential is the Lennard–Jones 12–6 potential:
v(r) = 4
[(σ
r
)12
−
(σ
r
)6]
, (4.7)
with σ being an collision diameter where v(r) = 0. The long-range attractive interac-
tions arise from spontaneous fluctuations in the electric charge distribution of atoms
that induce electric moments on other atoms. This causes multipolar dispersion
interactions, which can be represented by a power law series. The strongest con-
tribution arises from dipole-dipole interactions (r−6). Higher order terms of weak
dipole-quadrupole (r−8) or quadrupole–quadrupole (r−10) interactions are usually
neglected. An adequate representation of short range repulsive forces would be
represented by an exponential function for relatively small ranges of r (Hansen and
McDonald, 2008, p. 4). They originate from an overlap of outer electron shells at
close proximity of molecules. Mainly for mathematical reasons (e.g. limiting cases
of r →∞ and r → 0), it is common to use an inverse–power law with high exponent
for short-range repulsion. Major impact on the structural behavior of liquid mix-
tures plays the short-range force that scales with the mixing state, i.e., the length of
boundary line between separated phases and entropic contributions. As described
in Section 4.2, a thermodynamic approach to describe this multitude of particle pair–
interactions is introduced by the definition of the line tension in Equation 4.5. The
line tension is difficult to access by measurements. In this thesis, I calculate the line
tension based on molecular sizing of lipids that is further discussed in Section 5.3.
(ii) A second energy contribution arises from effective potentials on inter–domain
length scales. Permanent dipole contributions from charged lipid head groups or
dipolar chain termini lead to repulsive long range interaction potentials that inte-
grate over the complete size of the demixed system. The magnitude and shape of
long-range potential is responsible for the formation and arrangement of superstruc-
tures, like domains or stripe phases (see Section 4.6). In case of disc-like, isolated
domains the long range inter–domain potential can be superimposed by a discrete
point-like interaction potential with spherical symmetry. The simplest model to think
of are hard discs with diameter d, where the pair potential v(r) at a separation r be-
comes infinity on disc contact. To account for long-range contributions, the so called
hard–core Yukawa potential introduces additionally a potential well of depth/height
 with exponential decay–length λ:
v(r) =∞, r < d,
v(r) = ∓e−λ(r−d), r ≥ d. (4.8)
A similar strategy is used in Section 4.7. There, the electrostatic potential of disc-
like domains in hexagonal arrangements is superimposed by point-like dipoles on
discrete lattice sites. To calculate the total amount of energy stored in a system,
it first appears reasonable to start with a molecular description and then further
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extend the strategy towards modulated superstructures. In the following, important
structural parameters for isolated systems are derived which will be corrected in a
second step for long range inter–domain interactions.
4.4. Equilibrium Radius of Domains
Equation 4.6 defines the total free energy of a phase-separated system constituted
by three major terms, i.e., bulk energy F0, line energy Fλ, and electrostatic energy
Fel. The free energy contribution Fλ from the line tension of a single circular domain
with radius R scales proportional to its perimeter:
Fλ = 2piRλ . (4.9)
As discussed in Section 4.3, a term from electrostatic energy Fel arises due to dipole
interactions of the lipid molecules. These dipole energies must be added over all
intermolecular long range interactions present in the system. A convenient way
to address this problem was introduced by McConnell and Moy (1988) as a simple
lattice model. In this model, all molecules occupy one lattice site of rectangular
shape with an interlattice distance ∆. As long as the distance r = |r1 − r2| between
two molecules can be considered large compared to ∆, the interaction potential
can be assumed to be of dipolar shape, i.e., ∝ r−3 (de Koker and McConnell, 1993).
Integration over all possible lattice site interactions leads to the electrostatic energy
Fel:
Fel = const− 1
4pi0
µ(r)2
2
¨
dr21dr
2
2√
(r1 − r2)2 +∆23
. (4.10)
The constant in Equation 4.10 accounts for electrostatic contributions to the bulk
energy and line tension, whereas the second term represents all long range dipolar
interactions (McConnell and Moy, 1988). It should be emphasized, that all formulas
presented in this study are given in SI units, which requires a prefactor of 1/4pi0
for Coulombs law. Accordingly the difference in dipole density µ(r) = p∆2 , with p
being the molecular dipole moment, between the two phases (A and B) is defined in
analogy to Wurlitzer et al. (2002) as:
µ(r) =
{√
2pieff0(VB − VA) if r ∈ phase B,
0 if r ∈ phase A. (4.11)
Note that the dipole density of phase A is set to zero and its contribution is already
included in the bulk energy term F0 of Equation 4.6. Within a binary monolayer,
where neither the total area of the system nor the fraction of the two phases change,
one of the two dipole densities acts as a constant background (McConnell, 1991) and
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only the difference in dipole density is of interest for phase modulation. The intro-
duced cut–off parameter ∆ prevents the integral of Equation 4.10 from diverging
and is in magnitude close to the separation of the molecular dipoles (McConnell,
1991). In literature, different approaches for evaluation of this double area integral
are discussed (McConnell and Moy, 1988; Deutch and Low, 1992; McConnell and
de Koker, 1992; Wurlitzer, 2001), leading to distinct differences in the cut–off pa-
rameter ∆. In the following, I will use the more recent approach that leads to an
electrostatic energy of a single isolated, circular domain with perimeter 2piR to be:
Fel = const.+
2piR
4pi0
µ2 ln
e∆
8R
. (4.12)
Here, e is Euler’s constant and 0 the dielectric constant, whereas the effective di-
electric permittivity is included within the definition of µ. Equation 4.9 together
with Equation 4.12 can be substituted into Equation 4.6 to write the total free en-
ergy for a system with N = AB
piR2
circular, non–interacting domains. For a fixed area
AB of molecules B in condensed phase the following holds:
F = F0 + 2piRN
(
λ+
µ2
4pi0
ln
e∆
8R
)
. (4.13)
The constant term F0 has no influence on the minimal total free energy F of the
system, and will be dropped in the following. Under equilibrium conditions F in
Equation 4.13 minimizes and the derivative,
∂
∂R
(
a
R
+
b log( cR )
R
)
= − a
R2
− b log(
c
R)
R2
− b
R2
, (4.14)
becomes zero. This defines an equilibrium radius Req for all domains, where the
total free energy is minimal:
Req =
e2∆
8
exp
(
4pi0λ
µ2
)
. (4.15)
4.5. Radius Fluctuations
The presented derivation of Req in Section 4.4 minimizes the total free energy of a
fixed mole fraction of phase separated molecules, with regard to the number N of
equally sized domains. This implies a process where domains with constant radius
are created or broken up. Thus, the system would need to overcome large activation
energies (McConnell, 1991) which is rather unlikely to happen. In reality, during
monolayer compression the formation of domains overcomes a nucleation process,
after which domains will grow in area until a complete phase separation is reached.
To reach equilibrium size Req, a spontaneous equilibration process is needed, where
condensed molecules can exchange between domains. I first express the energy
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Figure 4.1.: (a) Total free energy of a single domain plotted against its normalized
radius R0/Req (b) Total free energy of N ∝ 1R2
0
, non–interacting domains.
(Equation 4.13) of a single, isolated domain with radius R0 in terms of its equilibrium
radius (Equation 4.15):
F1 = R0
µ2
20
ln
Req
eR0
. (4.16)
From Equation 4.16 it is apparent that the energy of a single, isolated domain be-
comes maximum for a critical radius of Rc = Req/e2, where the first derivative of
∂F1/∂R0 equals zero and its second derivative ∂2F1/∂2R0 = −(µ2/20R0) remains
always negative. Rc must be exceeded for any nucleation process before a domain
can gain energy and will grow further, even beyond Req (Figure 4.1a). At R0 = Req/e
the line tension and electrostatic forces are exactly balanced at the domain bound-
ary. The total free energy for N ∝ 1
R2
0
domains is shown in Figure 4.1b. FN finds its
minimum at Req and only domains larger than R0 = Req/e are in favor of the total
energy. Rmin = Req/e should be detectable as lower domain size limit and can be
used as upper limit to estimate Req. As the next step, an area conserving exchange
of molecules χ between a pair of domains with radii R0(1 + χ)1/2 and R0(1− χ)1/2 is
considered. The total free energy of any given pair yields:
F2 = R0
µ2
20
[
(1 + χ)1/2 ln
Req
eR0 (1 + χ)
1/2
+ (1− χ)1/2 ln Req
eR0 (1− χ)1/2
]
. (4.17)
The minimization of the Helmholtz free energy of the total system therefore reduces
to the minimization of all pairs of domains (McConnell and de Koker, 1996). The size
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Figure 4.2.: (a) Energies F2 (Equation 4.17) for a pair of domains with symmetric
radius fluctuations R0(1−χ)2 and R0(1+χ)2 in units of 20/µ2R0. Minima at χ±1
cause annihilation of domains wheras minima at χ = 0 provide metastable energy
levels for domain size equilibration. Ratios of R0/Req are (a) 3.0, (b) 1.8, and (c)
0.1.
equilibration process of domains as described by Equation 4.17 has three regions of
interest that are exemplarily shown in Figure 4.2:
R0 < Req/e :
For all values of χ the slope of ∂F2/∂χ is negative (Figure 4.2a). Whereas the
larger domain will grow until it reaches the energetically stable region above
Req/e, the smaller domain annihilates and reduces the number N of domains.
The remaining domain can grow from this process to a maximum radius of√
2R0.
Req/e < R0 < eReq :
The energy function of Equation 4.17 has three minima. One for χ = 0 and
each with χ = ±1. For small fluctuations χ, both domains will equilibrate and
stabilize at their average domain radius R0, where the energy function finds a
metastable minimum (Figure 4.2b). If the fluctuation is bigger than ( Req
e2R0
)2−1,
then the domains are unstable and the bigger one will grow to an area of
√
2R0,
whereas the smaller one annihilates.
eReq < R0 :
For all values of χ the slope of ∂F2/∂χ is positive (Figure 4.2c). A pair of do-
mains will equilibrate until they both reach the same metastable mean radius
R0.
Domains that equilibrate are metastable with respect to a small exchange of
molecules between the two phases. It should be noted, that above Req/e a broad
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Figure 4.3.: Overview on shape transitions of domains as balance of attractive and
repulsive interactions. Adapted from Seul and Andelman (1995).
distribution of metastable domain radii is possible. Dependent on the starting con-
ditions, the compression parameters, and the monolayer history, a random distri-
bution of domain sizes can be reached through domain fission, fusion, creation and
annihilation (McConnell and de Koker, 1996; Nag and Boland, 1991).
4.6. Shape Transitions
With increasing domain size repulsive interactions of individual dipoles become
more dominant. Thus, elongate shapes of domains are energetically preferred to
ensure maximal distance between dipoles. A coarse graphical overview of possible
shape transitions is presented in Figure 4.3. The first observed shape instability
goes from circular to elliptic shape and is followed by transitions that may split up
the modulated phases into higher harmonic distortions, elongated stripes, hexago-
nal phase arrangements, or highly branched stripe phases. Such shape transitions
were theoretically explained by many authors, e.g. Vanderlick and Möhwald (1990);
Seul and Andelman (1995); Andelman et al. (1987). Since this study deals with sta-
ble, circular domains aligned in hexagonal superstructures, only two major aspects
of elliptic shape transitions will be emphasized. As could be demonstrated by Keller
et al. (1987); de Koker and McConnell (1993), the first circular mode becomes un-
stable for R0 ≥ e 13Req. This offers an upper limit Rmax for domains with circular
shape. Domains larger than Rmax are trapped in a metastable energy minimum,
as discussed in Section 4.5. Experimental observation of these domains allows an
estimate on the lower limit of Req ≥ e− 13Rmax. Another interesting aspect of shape
transitions is the ratio between line tension and electrostatic forces. From the insta-
bility condition one can estimate the range of the material parameter m of circular
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domains according to de Koker and McConnell (1993):
m =
4pi0λ
µ2
> ln
(
8Rmax
∆
− 3− 1
3
)
. (4.18)
To demonstrate the importance of this material parameter on shape transitions, a
rather simple and qualitative approach of coarse-grained molecular dynamics com-
puter simulation was taken. Here, the electrostatic contribution of interacting par-
ticles was gradually increased.
4.6.1. Dissipative Particle Dynamics Simulation
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulation is a fast and flexible approach to
simulate colloidal suspensions even under complicated flow conditions (Español and
Warren, 1995; Hoogerbrugge and Koelman, 1992). Particles are regarded as coarse
grained groups of molecules that interact collectively with neighboring groups. This
tremendously reduces computing power. As a consequence, each collision process
between fluid particles no longer requires conserving energy, but the total momen-
tum of the system must still be conserved. The simplest ways to introduce dissipa-
tion are expansion terms of random (thermal) and viscous–frictional forces (Español
and Warren, 1995). In this study, DPD simulation was used to exemplarily show
the formation of modulated phases as interplay between long range electrostatic
forces (Fel) and short range bulk and interfacial forces (F0 + Fλ), as postulated
for Equation 4.6. In Figure 4.4 screen shots of stable DPD simulations for two–
dimensional binary mixtures of 3600 particles with periodic boundary conditions
are shown. The number of yellow particles, representing fluorinated lipids, was
fixed to 1200 and the temperature coefficient remained unchanged. An initial ran-
dom particle distribution is shown in Figure 4.4a. Here, repulsive intermolecular
forces decrease linearly for all types of particles (equivalent types of particles), and
no long-range electrostatic forces are present. The suspension remained randomly
mixed and can be regarded as equilibrated. As soon as repulsive interfacial forces
between fluorochain (yellow) and alkylchain (green) lipids are introduced, the sus-
pension completely demixes into two isolated phases (Figure 4.4b). In Figure 4.4c
electrostatic forces (represented as red rings) for fluorinated particles were addi-
tionally turned on. After the equilibration process, the lipids arranged in domain
like phases without preferred direction. Afterwards, no further particle exchange
between domains was observed and thus the size distribution was rather depen-
dent on the initial mixing state. For Figure 4.4(d-f) the electrostatic force contri-
bution was successively increased by a factor of 10, 100 and 400. Similar to the
phase transitions presented in Figure 4.3, the binary mixture of domains under-
goes transitions to elongated (Figure 4.4d), bent stripe phase (Figure 4.4e), and
branched (Figure 4.4f) stripe phase. The presented simulation was done with the
software Sandbox (OneZero Software, Canada) written by Adam MacDonald in the
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(e) (f)
Figure 4.4.: Dissipative particle dynamics simulation for mixtures of fluorinated (yel-
low) and alkylchain (green) lipids. (a) Initial random distribution of particles with
(b) repulsive inter–particle forces. Domain shape transitions occur after step-
wise increase of electrostatic repulsion between fluorinated lipids to form (c)
separated domains, (d) elongated domains, (e) elongated stripe phases, and (f)
branched stripe phases.
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laboratory of Prof. David Pink (Department of Physics, St.Francis Xavier University,
Antigonish, Canada). Since a detailed insight into the source code was not possible,
the results lack an exact scaling between spatial dimensions and multiplying force
factors. Therefore, the presented numerical electrostatic multiplications remain
solely qualitative. Nevertheless, the presented DPD simulation method is useful to
demonstrate the overall phase behavior of charged lipid mixtures.
4.7. Domain–Domain Interactions
The preliminary discussion on domain sizes and shapes assumed a diluted system of
isolated domains. As the concentration of domains increases, the long range elec-
trostatic interactions will also cause domain–domain repulsion. Therefore, the total
free energy (Equation 4.6) needs to be augmented by an additional electrostatic
inter–domain energy term F del. An ordering into superstructures will occur as soon
as the inter–domain energy exceeds the thermal energy kBT , i.e., radial symmet-
ric domains will arrange in hexagonal phase. F del can be calculated by a modulated
dipole density µd that interacts via a radial interaction potential v(r) as:
F del =
1
8pi0
¨
µd(r)v(r − r′)µd(r′)d2rd2r′ . (4.19)
As described by Wurlitzer et al. (2002) and sketched in Figure 4.5, the dipole density
modulations of a hexagonal phase can be expressed by the two unit vectors a1 and
a2 of the primitive vector cell:
µd(r) = µ
∑
n,m
Θ(R− |na1 +ma2 + r|) , (4.20)
where Θ denotes Heaviside’s step function and R the domain radius. The latter
determines the area fraction Φ of the condensed phase during compression, as:
Φ =
piR2
|a|2 sin pi3
. (4.21)
It should be noted that Φ has a critical upper limit of Φc = 0.91, where domains
touch each other and must undergo shape changes due to geometrical constrains.
McConnell (1986) approximated Equation 4.19 for large inter–domain distances by
a point-like dipole interactions, whereas Wurlitzer (2001) treated the integral in a
more precise way for dipolar discs with varying distance. This leads to a total free
energy of the complete system with area A to be:
Ftot =
2Aφ
R
(
λ+
µ2
4pi0
ln
e∆
8R
+
µ2
4pi0
Y (Φ)
)
, (4.22)
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Figure 4.5.: Schematic representation of domains with radius R aligned in a hexag-
onal superlattice with the two primitive unit cell vectors a1 and a2.
using 2piNR = 2AΦ/R and Y (Φ) for (n,m) 6= (0, 0):
Y (Φ) =
1
4pi
∞∑
n,m=−∞
ˆ pi/2
0
dx
(2x− sin 2x)(sin 2x)
(
√
Φc/Φn,m + cosx)(
√
Φc/Φn,m − cosx)2
· (4.23)
·E(k)


√√√√1−
(√
Φc/Φn,m − cos x√
Φc/Φn,m + cos x
)2
E(k) =
´ pi/2
0 dυ
√
1− k2 sin2 υ denotes the elliptic integral of the second kind, where
0 < k < 1. Equation 4.23 can only be solved numerically by truncating the range of
long range dipole intereactions, i.e., the sum over n,m at values that assure reason-
able accuracy (error < 0.5%). For diluted systems McConnell and Wurlitzer both
attain similar results for the equilibrium radius:
RΦeq = Reqe
Y (Φ) ∼= Reqe1.24Φ3/2 . (4.24)
For closest packed systems the theory would predict an increase in equilibrium
domain radius by a factor of exp(Y (Φ)) ≈ 26. Furthermore, the system minimizes
the total free energy Ftot (Equation 4.22) by regulating the number density neq of
equilibrated (R = Rdeq) domains to:
neq =
N
A
=
Φ
piR2eq
e−2Y (Φ) . (4.25)
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5. Structural Determination of Lipid
Domains
This chapter discusses in detail how the molecular structure of lipids influences
size, shape, and density distribution of the fluorinated lipid domains. The molecular
structure of fluorinated lipid domains was resolved with high–resolution grazing–
incidence X-ray diffraction and specular X-ray reflectivity measurements. The molec-
ular dipole potential of fluorinated monolayers was determined with Kelvin probe
measurements and the line tension was derived from the obtained structural re-
sults. Afterwards, a detailed analysis of macroscopic domain structure factors was
carried out and results were compared to theoretical calculated parameters. A strat-
egy for functional domain modification is presented that allows for flexible biological
modification of domains.
5.1. Grazing-Incidence X-ray Diffraction Measurements
Of great interest for this study is the lateral organization of lipids within molec-
ular assemblies. To resolve lateral intermolecular distances between fluorocar-
bon chains with mesoscopic long range ordering, a wide angle X-ray diffraction
technique with high in-plane angular resolution was applied. Therefore, a modi-
fied grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) technique at the air-water interface
(Section 2.8) with an analyzer crystal setup was used at the beamline ID10B of the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble (France). Figure 5.1
presents an overview of the used scattering geometry and lists all necessary scat-
tering angles for data analysis. Details on the instrumental setup are shown in
Section 2.8. In the used GIXD setup, the incident beam hits the sample under a
fixed vertical angle Θi of approximately 80% of the critical angle Θc (Θc = 0.15°
for E = 8.00 keV at the air-water interface). Below Θc total reflection occurs and
an exponentially decaying evanescent field penetrates into the bulk medium. This
reduces substantially the background signal caused by the substrate and makes the
technique surface sensitive for thin stratified layers. An high horizontal (qxy) an-
gular detection resolution was achieved by a linear point-sensitive detector (PSD)
lined up in sequence with a Si(111) analyzer crystal optics. The crystal can be
rotated around the z-axis by an angle τ . To reach the highest out of plane (qz) de-
tection range, the PSD is aligned in an asymmetric way such that the direct beam
kf with zero vertical momentum transfer (qz = 0) hits the lower part of the detector.
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Figure 5.1.: Sketch of the experimental scattering geometry for grazing incidence
X-ray diffraction technique as (Top) side view and (Bottom) top view.
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For the direct beam, the analyzer crystal was aligned in a way that it fulfills Bragg
condition with τ − 2τ between the diffracted beam and its extension line towards
the PSD (Smilgies, 2003). This assures that only diffracted X-rays within a narrow
energy range, i.e., defined scattering vector, can reach the detector. Since the an-
alyzer crystal optics reduces tremendously the intensity of the detected signal, it
is only practical for samples exhibiting a high scattering signal and X-ray sources
providing a high flux. Both requisites are fulfilled by fluorocarbon chain lipids and
a high brilliance synchrotron radiation source, respectively. Compared to a com-
monly used Soller collimator setup with angular resolution of around ∆Ψ = 0.06°
(∆qxy = 4× 10−3 Å−1;λ = 1.55Å), the analyzer crystal setup allows high–resolution
scans of ∆Ψ = 0.002° (∆qxy = 10−4 Å
−1
). Only for data evaluation, the intensity
maps must be corrected for out of plane distortion. An angular scan with fixed
crystal–detector (τB) configuration yields a bent Bragg sheet, since with increasing
qz momentum the qxy component decreases and fulfills Bragg condition only under a
higher out–of plane diffraction angle 2Ψ. The detuning angle (η) can be calculated
for the presented setup with a reference beam (qz = 0) at τref = τB according to
(Smilgies, 2003):
(η) = arcsin(
sin(τB)
cos(η)
)− τref . (5.1)
The corrected intensity map allows transformation of the scattering vector kf into
its scattering vector components qz and qxy by:
qz =
2pi
λ
(sin(Θi) + sin(η −Θi)) , (5.2)
qx =
2pi
λ
(cos(η −Θi) sin(2Ψ)) , (5.3)
qy =
2pi
λ
(cos(η −Θi) cos(2Ψ)− cos(Θi)) , (5.4)
qxy =
√
q2x + q
2
y . (5.5)
GIXD scans that integrated over the whole accessible qz space revealed a single,
strong diffraction peak between qxy = 1.26Å
−1
to 1.28Å
−1 ± 0.01Å−1 for all fluori-
nated molecules (Oelke, 2008; Kaindl et al., 2010). The high resolution analyzer
crystal GIXD scans for FL10 and FL17 lipid domains are shown in Figure 5.2(a–
b). Fluorinated lipid domains were measured for 50mol%:50mol% FLn:DOPC lipid
mixtures at the air-water interface at a constant surface pressure of 20mNm−1.
The bent data range originates from retuning the analyzer crystal according to
Equation 5.1. Both Bragg rods show maxima around qz = 0.00Å
−1
and a lateral scat-
tering component qxy of 1.271Å
−1 ± 0.002Å−1 for FL10 and 1.287Å−1 ± 0.002Å−1 for
FL17. These observations already allow for basic conclusions on the two–dimensional
lattice structure of fluorinated lipid monolayers. The existence of only one out
of plane diffraction peak suggests a symmetric unit cell with equidistant nearest
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Figure 5.2.: High resolution reciprocal space maps of (a) FL10 and (b) FL17 diffrac-
tion peaks after correction of qz distortion. Intensity profiles integrated along qz
show good conformance with fits of Lorenzian line shape (red lines) for (c) FL10
and (d) FL17. The deduced full width at half maximum (FWHM) allows an esti-
mate on the crystallite size. The expansion of the Bragg sheet into qz is shown
for (e) FL10 and (f) FL17.
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neighbour spacing between lipid chains. This scenario is given for a hexagonal
unit cell with perpendicular lipid chain orientation with respect to the surface (Als-
Nielsen et al., 1994), i.e., a closest packed crystalline phase without molecular tilt.
The position of the lateral scattering component qxy yields a scattering plane dis-
tance dplane = 2pi/qxy of d
plane
FL10 = 4.943Å ± 0.008Å and dplaneFL17 = 4.882Å ± 0.008Å
that calculates an intermolecular chain to chain distance for hexagonal packing of
dmolFL10 = 5.708Å ± 0.009Å and dmolFL17 = 5.637Å ± 0.009Å. The results found agree
well with values reported from crystallography of fluorinated lipids (Bunn and How-
ells, 1954) and are a good estimate of the theoretical intermolecular cut–off dipole
distance ∆ introduced in Equation 4.10. High-resolution GIXD furthermore allows
determination of the correlation length L of scatterers and thus the size of fluori-
nated lipid crystallites. Figure 5.2(c–d) show qz integrated intensity profiles (black
data points) of the respective FL10 and FL17 Bragg rods along Ψ in angular units.
Both profiles were fitted (red lines) in good conformance by a Lorenzian line shape
of width WFL10 = 0.021° ± 0.002° and WFL17 = 0.024° ± 0.002°. Quantitatively using
the Scherrer formula,
W (∆Ψ) = 0.93λ/L cos(2Ψ), (5.6)
a crystallite size of around LFL17 = 0.32µm± 0.03 µm was found. In Equation 5.6
the numerical prefactor of 0.93 is particle shape dependent and can vary between
different approximation methods (Patterson, 1939). This diminishes the accuracy of
the presented result. Nonetheless the result is remarkable, since it demonstrates
that the fluorinated lipid chains are highly correlated over macroscopic dimensions.
For FL17 molecules the correlation length L approximates to the same size as it
was found for its domain diameter dFL17 by fluorescence microscopy (Section 5.5).
This result suggests that the complete domain consists of a single fluorolipid crys-
tallite, a result that could only be obtained due to the high instrumental resolution
(∆Inst = 0.002°) provided by the analyzer crystal setup. For instance, by use of a
Soller setup, the measured width W (∆Ψ) would be completely affected by the in-
strumental resolution of approximately ∆Inst ≈ 0.06° that broadens the real width
(Wreal) of the Bragg peak as,
W (∆Ψ) =
√
(Wreal)2 + (∆Inst)2. (5.7)
At the same time, it is shown that larger FL10 domains arrange in similar crys-
tallite structures. The correlation length for FL10 domains was approximated as
LFL10 = 0.41µm± 0.04 µm and hence large FL10 domains are thought to accumulate
from multiple small crystallites. The high correlation length in lateral xy-direction
has also an impact on the vertical scattering length qz. Since the linear molecules
align in perfect upright orientation, i.e., perpendicular to the surface, the scatter-
ing form factor will be a flat oblate ellipsoid that overlaps with the complete length
h of the molecules in reciprocal space (Kjaer, 1994). That means, the longer the
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Table 5.1.: GIXD scattering vector components qxy and qz for fluorinated lipid
molecules FL10, FL13 and FL17. The calculated diffraction plane distance dplane
and intermolecular chain-chain distance dmol for hexagonal packing, and the
Bragg rod width W with approximated correlation length L of fluorinated lipid
crystallites.
unit FL10 FL13 FL17 FL10Man
qxy Å
−1
1.271 ± 0.002 1.28 ± 0.01 1.287 ± 0.002 1.27 ± 0.01
qz Å
−1
0.00± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.05
dplane Å 4.94± 0.01 4.94 ± 0.04 4.88 ± 0.01 4.96 ± 0.04
dmol Å 5.708 ± 0.009 5.70 ± 0.05 5.637 ± 0.009 5.73 ± 0.05
W ° 0.021 ± 0.002 0.027 ± 0.002
L µm 0.41± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.03
molecule, the narrower and more intense becomes the Bragg rod width 2pi/h in qz-
direction. Figure 5.2 (e-f) shows the Bragg rod profile along qz at the lateral peak
position 1.271Å
−1
for FL10 and 1.287Å
−1
for FL17. At qz = 0 the Bragg rod is trun-
cated by the total reflection of the water subphase. In direct connection, a sharp
Vineyard-Yoneda peak (Vineyard, 1982) appears, arising from the interference of
upwards diffracted X-rays and those that were reflected back upwards again after
reflection at the air–water interface. The breadth of the Bragg rod clearly extends
further into qz-space for FL10 molecules. Since surface roughness and exact molec-
ular form factors drastically influence the diffuse scattering signal (Als-Nielsen and
McMorrow, 2001), a more precise in-plane X-ray reflectivity measurement method
was applied to deduce the molecular length of fluorinated lipids. In the following
Section 5.2, the monolayer thickness h is deduced from specular Θ–2Θ scans at the
air-solid interface. An overview of the most important parameters extracted from
high-resolution GIXD experiments is listed in Table 5.1.
5.2. Specular X-ray Reflectivity Measurements
The molecular length of fluorinated lipids was resolved by specular Θ–2Θ X-ray re-
flectivity measurements at the air–solid interface. Specular X-ray reflectivity mea-
sures the intensity Ir of a reflected beam with a point detector in the plane of inci-
dence (Ψ = 0) at specular position. Structural information of the sample is deduced
from the dependency of Fresnel reflectivity Rf (qz) = Ir(qz)/I0 on the vertical mo-
mentum transfer qz of scattered X-rays. Under specular condition, the momentum
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Figure 5.3.: Sketch of the specular Θ–2Θ X-ray reflectivity scattering geometry.
transfer ~q of X-rays is only given in z-direction:
~kf − ~ki = ~q = qz. (5.8)
As the scattering process is regarded mainly as an elastic process (|kf | = |ki|), the
magnitude of the reciprocal scattering vector qz is
qz = 2ki sinΘ. (5.9)
The incident wave vector magnitude ~ki = 2pi/λ was refined to a monochromatic
wavelength λ = 1.55Å (see Section 2.8). Figure 5.3 presents a schematic overview
of the specular scattering geometry. An X-ray beam that impinges on a flat sur-
face is partially reflected and transmitted across the interface. The intensity of the
reflected beam Rf = |r|2 is well described by the Fresnel reflection coefficients r
(Hecht, 2001). The polarization state for X-rays needs in good approximation not
to be considered (Parratt, 1954) and thus r = r‖ = r⊥ equals for parallel (‖) and
perpendicular (⊥) polarization. The short wavelength λ of X-rays and their high
scattering cross section on electrons makes X-ray scattering techniques sensitive
to surface fluctuations on an atomic level. This requires that topological surface
roughness or gradients of electron densities must be considered in data evaluation.
For roughness fluctuations resulting from a Gaussian distribution of width σ, the
interface reflection coefficient between two layers (j and j + 1) can be modified by
a damping factor according to Croce and Névot (1975):
rj(j+1) =
kj − kj+1
kj + kj+1
exp(−2kjkj+1σ2j(j+1)). (5.10)
Stratified systems cause multiple reflections between the layers j, where formulas
for Fresnel reflectivity must be applied for each interface reflection. An intrinsi-
cally mathematical way to avoid explicit consideration of each back reflection was
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first introduced by Abelès (1950). Model-based fitting routines use this formalism
to calculate reflectivity curves with pre-estimated model parameters. The estimated
model requires knowledge on layer structure and refractive indices of each layer.
Subsequently, a reflectivity curve is calculated and compared to the measured data.
By variation of the model parameters (interface roughness, layer thickness, elec-
tron density), an increased match between model and experiment is found until an
acceptable accuracy is reached. For the presented reflectivity curves, this fitting
routine was performed using Motofit (Nelson, 2006) on Igor Pro 6.1 (Wavemetrics,
Lake Oswego, OR-USA). The spatial resolution of the obtained density profile can be
approximated by the sampling theorem ∆h ≈ piqmax (Nováková et al., 2006), where
qmax is the maximum vertical momentum transfer measured of the reflectivity curve.
For the presented results this implicates ∆h ≈ 4.8Å. However, the performed fit-
ting routine reduces the corresponding errors to ∼ 5% of the feature size in qz, as
long as the reflectivity curve shows pronounced fringes and the validity of the fitting
model is given.
Figure 5.4 presents the measured (black data points) and best model fitted (red
line) reflectivity curve of a FL17 monolayer at the air–silicon interface. The FL17
monolayer was transferred by Langmuir–Blodgett technique (Subsection 2.5.1) at
a constant surface pressure of 20mNm−1 onto a hydrophilic silicon wafer. Shorter
fluorinated lipids FL13 and FL10man were measured under the same condition and
corresponding reflectivity curves and model fits are presented in Section A.4. To
model the data, a three slab model for (i) the fluorinated lipid monolayer, (ii) hy-
drated glycerol head group, and (iii) a silicon dioxide layer was used. The mea-
sured truncation edge at the critical angle Θc resulted for all model fits in a bulk
scattering length density of the silicon substrate close to its literature value of
ρSi = 20.0 × 10−6 Å−2 (Daillant and Gibaud, 1999, p. 95). Below the critical an-
gle (Θc = 0.22° for air–silicon at 8 keV) total reflection occurs and the reflected
intensity equals Rf ≡ 1. The scattering length density (SLD) of the silicon dioxide
(SiO2) layer was constrained to 18.9× 10−6 Å−2, since a gradient in oxide concen-
tration is expected. The gradient would reduce the SLD difference towards the Si
bulk substrate and result in an underestimated thickness for SiO2 seen by X-ray
reflectivity (Geer et al., 1994). For a constrained SLD, the gradient appears as
high roughness value at the SiO2 interface, that leads to a decay in the SLD pro-
file across the complete width of the silicon dioxide layer (Figure 5.4). All model
fitted oxide thicknesses (including measurements from a bare sample) were found
between 5Å to 7Å and fall in acceptable ranges for commercially available silicon
wafers. The measured reflectivity curves show Kiessing fringes that allow an esti-
mate on the overall thickness of the transferred monolayer. Position and depth of
the first minimum define the thickness of the monolayer and the relative change in
SLD compared to the substrate. The main thickness contribution was attributed to
the fluorinated lipid chains that revealed a thickness of 20.6Å for FL17, 15.8Å for
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Figure 5.4.: (Top) Measured reflectivity curve (black data points) for FL17 mono-
layer at the air-Si interface and model based fit (red line). (Bottom) Scattering
length density (SLD) profile of the best fitted model along z-direction. Bars in the
background indicate the layer box model.
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FL13, and 12.3Å for FL10Man. The surface roughness at the air–lipid interface was
in the range of 2Å to 3Å for FL17 and FL13 and was in magnitude comparable to
the substrate roughness. Only for FL10Man a doubling of the air–lipid roughness to
5.6Å was observed, which can be attributed to the additional mannose moiety at the
interface. The additional distortion of the electron density gradient through a hy-
drated manose inter layer is compensated by the increase of interface roughness in
a three slab model. From a structural point of view, the SLD of CF2 units calculates
from the real part of the atomic scattering factor f1 of fluorine (9.075), and carbon
(6.019) (Thompson et al., 2009), and a respective volume of 38Å
3
(McIntosh et al.,
1996) to be 17.9Å
−2
. Crystallographic X-ray data of fluorocarbon polymers predict
a rigid, helical alignment of fluorocarbon chains (Bunn and Howells, 1954) and the
presented high resolution GIXD data (Section 5.1) confirmed the closest packed,
parallel ordering of chains. This tight crystalline arrangement even suggests higher
values for the SLD of fluorocarbon chains. The presented best fit models yield a SLD
of 18.7Å
−2
for FL17, 19.7Å
−2
for FL13, and 19.3Å
−2
for FL10man. A similar range
was fitted for unoriented lamellar samples (Oelke, 2008; Kaindl et al., 2010) with
small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). In comparison, Tidswell et al. (1990) found a
scattering length of 80% of ρSi, i.e, 16.1Å
−2
, for less dense packed perfluorinated
alkylsiloxanes. In any case, a good fitting quality was only reached by consideration
of an additional surface near the head group layer. Here, the SLD was fitted within
a range of 10.0Å
−2
to 13.7Å
−2
. This layer was attributed to the hydrated glycerol
head group region of the lipids that are responsible for the hydrophilic adsorption
of the monolayer onto the silicon substrate. The parameters obtained by the best
fit are physically realistic and are displayed in Table 5.2. The obtained monolayer
thickness is directly related to the molecular length of the fluorinated molecules,
since GIXD experiments revealed a perpendicular orientation of the molecules with
respect to the surface. In the following chapter, these results will be used to cal-
culate the intermolecular line tension at the domain boundary for fluorinated lipids
within ordinary alkyl–chain lipids.
5.3. Line Tension of Domains
In Section 4.2 it was shown that the line energy Fλ of lipid domains scales with the
length l and the curvature of the phase boundary line. In fact, it is a molecular
measure for intermolecular repulsion of neighboring molecules. Therefore, it must
also scale with the monolayer thickness h, i.e., the length of interacting lipid chains.
As presented by Hu et al. (2006), for binary mixtures of dimyristoyl-phosphatidyl-
choline (DMPC) and dihydrocholesterol (Dchol), the molecular height mismatch ∆h
of lipids across a monolayer contributes to the line tension λ as:
λ = γ ·∆h, (5.11)
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Table 5.2.: Best model fit parameters deduced from specular X-ray reflectivity curves
for FL17, FL13, and FL10Man monolayers. The respective layer thickness h,
scattering length density SLD, and interface roughness σ for a three slab box
model. Parameters indicated by c were confined during the fit.
layer h SLD σ
unit Å Å
−2
Å
FL17 20.6 18.7 3.3
head group 5.6 12.4 3.1
SiO2 5.4 18.9c 3.7
Si - 20.9 2.3
FL13 15.8 19.7 2.4
head group 2.6 13.7 4.3
SiO2 5.4 18.9c 4.0
Si - 20.6 2.0
FL10man 12.3 19.3 5.6
head group 4.5 10.0 7.3
SiO2 6.8 18.9c 4.3
Si - 20.5 2.7
where γ is the surface free energy. For fluorinated lipids incorporated into a DOPC
lipid matrix, the line tension can be written as:
λ = γ(hDOPC − hFLn) + ∆γhFLn, hFLn < hDOPC,
λ = γ(hFLn − hDOPC) + ∆γhDOPC, hFLn > hDOPC, (5.12)
where ∆γ refers to the difference in surface free energy between fluorocarbons and
hydrocarbons. The surface free energy γ at the chain–air interface has been re-
ported as γHC−air = 19.3mNm−1 for a hydrocarbon/air, and γFL−air = 9.5mNm−1
for a fluorocarbon/air interface (Chaudhury and Owen, 1993). The difference in hy-
drocarbon chain to fluorocarbon chain interaction calculates to γHC−FL = 9.8mNm−1.
The only missing parameter for an estimate of λ is the molecular length of lipids.
Here, the X-ray reflectivity results previously presented in Section 5.2 provided the
important material parameters to calculate the line tension for fluorinated lipids.
Since grazing incidence X-ray experiments (Section 5.1) revealed no molecular tilt
against the surface normal, the presented monolayer thickness h in Table 5.2 is di-
rectly related to the molecular chain length of fluorinated lipids. For DOPC, I used a
literature value of hDOPC = 19.8Å ± 0.2Å deduced from head- to head-group spacing
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of DOPC bilayers (Tristram-Nagle et al., 1998; Nováková et al., 2006). The resulting
line tension values at a DOPC-FLn interface are presented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3.: Calculated values of line tension at the DOPC-FLn interface for FL10,
FL13, and FL17.
unit FL10 FL13 FL17
λFLn pN 26.5 23.2 18.6
5.4. Surface Dipole Potential Measurements
Most lipid molecules carry oriented dipoles or even charged groups that are the
origin of electrostatic potentials, the so-called surface potential. These electrostatic
effects can be measured with a compensation potential of a vibrating plate elec-
trometer. A macroscopic Kelvin probe gold electrode (diameter ∼ 6mm) was placed
∼ 1mm away from the air-water interface of a metal coated film balance (µSpot mini
trough from Kibron Inc., Espoo, Finland) that acts as a counter electrode. In elec-
tric contact, the vibrating plate causes a small alternating current flowing across
the electrodes, which act as capacitor plates with a dielectric interlayer of air and
water. The relative contact potential V of an interface is measured by applying a
compensating DC potential to null the AC contact potential. When a lipid monolayer
is interposed at the air-water interface, the absolute change in surface potential
can be measured by ∆V = Vmonolayer − Vwater. In this thesis, the surface poten-
tial change ∆V was stable within an error of ±7mV. The surface potentials of a
pure DOPC (black line) and FL13 (red line) were recorded during slow compression
isotherms of the monolayers. The respective surface potentials and pressure-area
isotherms (dashed lines) are plotted in Figure 5.5. The effective molecular dipole
density difference ∆µ was derived from the difference in surface potential ∆V , at
a lateral surface pressure of Π = 20mNm−1. This surface pressure was employed
during domain formation and LS monolayer transfer. For both molecules, ∆V values
were derived at the corresponding molecular areas and are indicated by a circle in
Figure 5.5. They yield ∆V = −553mV ± 7mV for FL13 and ∆V = 338mV ± 7mV
for DOPC. The dipole potentials of pure FLn monolayers at Π = 20mNm−1 were
found to be almost independent of chain length. To calculate the dipole moment
µ projected to the direction normal to the surface, ∆V can be described by the
Helmholz equation,
∆V =
1√
2pieff
µ
0
. (5.13)
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Figure 5.5.: Surface potential measurements (solid line) with respective Π-area plots
(dashed lines) of DOPC (black) and FL13 (red) Langmuir compression isotherms.
The conditions for a lateral surface pressure Π = 20mNm−1 are indicated by
circles.
According to Equation 4.11, µ is the molecular dipole density, i.e., the dipole mo-
ment p per molecular area Amol, and eff is the effective dielectric constant felt by
the lipid dipoles near the air-water interface. The quantitative interpretation of
eff is problematic (Möhwald, 1995, p. 168), since the dielectric constant increases
across the interface from A = 1 for air to W = 80 for water. The monolayer at
the asymmetric air-water interface can be interpreted as a dipolar sheet. "Real"
dipoles at the lipid chain terminus create "image dipoles" in the subphase. The in-
teraction energy between two real dipoles located just above the water interface is
then proportional to eff = W/(A(W + A)) (Andelman et al., 1987). Dependent on
the location of the dipoles within the molecule, the effective dielectric constant eff
varies. A general approach models the lipid monolayer as a series of three capaci-
tors with contributing terms from (Brockman, 1994): (i) electrostatic contributions
from a dipolar head group, (ii) influence of polarized water molecules enclosing the
head group, and (iii) dipolar contributions from asymmetric chain terminal groups,
i.e. CH3 and CF3. In this thesis, the fluorinated lipids are constituted of neutral
glycerol backbones and a chain terminal CF3 group oriented normal to the surface
(Section 5.1). For all intermediate lipid chain regions, i.e. CH2 and CF2, the net
molecular dipole moment does not contribute significantly to ∆V , since the succes-
sive C-H and C-F bonds lie perpendicular to the surface and compensate each other
(Brockman, 1994; Mingins et al., 1992; Schneider et al., 2005). Thus, the major con-
tribution of molecular dipole moment for fluorinated lipids arises from the electron
accepting CF3-terminal group. In fact, DOPC has a electron-donating CH3-terminal
group (Brockman, 1994) and has a dipole potential of opposite sign. Considering
that all major dipolar contributions are located at the chain terminal air-facing side
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Figure 5.6.: Fluorescence images of 33mol% (a) FL10, (b) FL13, and (c) FL17 do-
mains (black) in a 67mol% fluorophore-labeled DOPC matrix (bright). All scale
bars correspond to 5µm. Panels (d-f) show histograms of the corresponding do-
main size distributions. A Gaussian fit is shown as blue line.
the effective permittivity for dipoles close to the water surface calculates as, eff =
80/(1(80+1)). For fluorinated lipids and DOPC, the permittivity is rather low, which
explains the high surface potential difference ∆V = −891mV ± 10mV. This yields
a molecular electrostatic force of µ2/4pi0 = 3.4 pN for fluorinated domains.
5.5. Influence of Chain Length
From previous discussions it is evident that the line tension λ and the electrostatic
force µ2/4pi0 directly influence the size- distribution of domains. In this thesis,
fluorinated lipids with variable chain length hFLn were mixed into a DOPC matrix
with unaltered length hDOPC to modify the line tension λ of domains. The number
of fluorinated carbons per chain was changed between n = 10, 13 and 17, whereas
DOPC possesses a fixed number of 18 hydrocarbons per chain. All domains pre-
sented in this thesis were formed at a lateral surface pressure Π = 20mNm−1,
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Figure 5.7.: 2-dimensional spectral density of more than 5000 domains for 33mol%
mixture of (a) FL10, (b) FL13, and (c) FL17 in DOPC. Graphs (d-f) show radial
integrations of the corresponding spectral density and overall fit curve (blue) for
multiple Gaussian peaks (red lines with −10% offset).
where the molecular dipole density of pure FLn monolayers were found to be almost
independent of chain length (Section 5.4). Figure 5.6 shows small cut–outs from
fluorescence images of 33mol% (a) FL10, (b) FL13, and (c) FL17 domains (black)
within 67mol% DOPC lipids that were doped with fluorescence marker molecules
(bright). All monolayers containing FLn molecules show circular domains which
are uniformly distributed over macroscopic dimensions, i.e., over several cm2. The
size of the domains clearly depends on the length of the fluorocarbon chains. His-
tograms of the domain size distribution (Figure 5.6 (d-f)) show a narrow Gaussian
distribution (blue line). With increasing chain length, the mean domain area de-
creases from 〈AFL10〉 = 3.1µm2 ± 0.1µm2 for FL10, to 〈AFL13〉 = 0.6µm2 ± 0.1µm2
for FL13. A precise determination of the average FL17 domain size was not pos-
sible with image analysis, since the resolved domain size distribution (Figure 5.6f)
did not include the absolute maximum position that is needed for a peak fit. The
average size of domains is expected to lie below 〈AFL17〉 ≤ 0.2µm2 which is the size
of a 4× 4 pixel area used as minimum threshold size for the image particle detection
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Figure 5.8.: Shape distortions of FL10 domains with typical diameters larger than
e
1
3Req. All scale bars correspond to 5µm.
routine. Since the average size of FL17 domains goes below the optical resolution
of fluorescence microscopy, high–resolution GIXD measurements with an analyzer
crystal setup were carried out (Section 5.1).
To elucidate the predominant spatial length scales between domains, the inter–
domain correlations of more than 5000 domains were quantitatively evaluated. At
first, the spectral density θ(k, l) was calculated as square of the magnitude of the
two–dimensional Fourier transform in space,
θ(k, l) =
∣∣∣∣ 12pi
ˆ ∞
−∞
f(x, y) exp−i(kx+ly) dxdy
∣∣∣∣
2
=
F (k, l)F ∗(k, l)
4pi2
. (5.14)
where k and l denote the reciprocal wave vectors and F (k, l) the continuous Fourier
transform and its complex conjugate F ∗(k, l). The spectral density for FL10 and
FL13 domains are presented in Figure 5.7(a–b), where three concentric rings are
visible. The spectral density for FL17 (Figure 5.7c) shows only one broad halo.
Radial integration (black data points) and subsequent Gaussian multi peak fitting
(red lines with −10% offset) resulted in the characteristic length scales as presented
in Figure 5.7 (d–f). The overall fit of the spectral density is indicated as a blue
line. For all three graphs, the most intense peak is attributed to the inter–domain
distance aFLn. FL10 yields a lattice constant of aFL10 = 11.1µm± 0.1µm, FL13 of
aFL13 = 3.77µm± 0.03 µm, and FL17 of aFL17 = 1.1µm± 0.1 µm.
Radial integration of the spectral density showed two additional maxima for FL10
and FL13. They were attributed to different populations of domain diameters. For
FL10, maxima were fitted for d1 = 5.4µm± 0.1 µm and d2 = 3.1µm± 0.1µm. A
closer look on domains with diameters around d1 revealed shape fluctuations to
higher harmonic orders. Figure 5.8 shows a selection of such large FL10 domains.
As discussed in Section 4.6, large domains can stabilize in a broad size distribution
which undergo shape transition to higher order for R ≥ e 13Req . This means that the
equilibrium radius is smaller than Req <
d1
2e1/3
= 1.93µm± 0.04 µm. The same dis-
cussion holds for FL13 domains, where the spectral density showed maxima around
d1 = 1.34µm± 0.02 µm and d2 = 0.8µm± 0.3µm. This limits the equilibrium radius
below Req <
d1
2e1/3
= 0.48µm± 0.01 µm.
Inverse Fourier transformation of the spectral density yields the autocorrelation
pictures of domains in real space. They are presented in Figure 5.9(a–c) and show
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Figure 5.9.: Autocorrelation images of 33mol% (a) FL10, (b) FL13, and (c) FL17
domains in a 67mol% DOPC matrix. Graphs (d-f) show intensities at the first
maximum contour line to highlight the number of symmetry. Graphs (g-i) show
radial integrated intensities (black curve) and parabolic fits of the first minimum
(red) and maximum positions (blue).
.
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Figure 5.10.: Potentials of mean force calculated for FL10, FL13, and FL17.
a strong central peak which replicates the self consistency of a picture. A ring
with maximum intensity around the center indicates spatial positions where self–
similarity occurs. All three pictures show at least one minimum (black ring) and
maximum (bright ring) where domains are depleted or respectively enriched. To
highlight to azimuthal correlation of domains, the intensity of the first maximum
position is shown along a 360° line profile in Figure 5.9(d–f). FL10 and FL13 domains
display a slightly distorted 6-fold symmetry. The lattice unit vectors a1 and a2 span
approximately over 60°, a feature that is striking for a hexagonal arrangement of
domains. For FL17 domains, only one pronounced minimum was observed which
indicates a missing long-range correlation of domains. To quantitatively evaluate
the strength of inter-domain correlations the radial distribution function g(r),
g(r) =
dN(r +∆r)
dA(r +∆r)
N
A
, (5.15)
was derived. Similar to the discrete two-dimensional sum in Equation 4.20, this
function modulates the interaction strength of domains arranged in laterally con-
fined structures. (Figure 5.9 (g–i)) presents the radial density distribution g(r) of do-
mains derived from radial integrations around the central peak of the respective au-
tocorrelation images. FL10 domains revealed a high lateral correlation of domains
with maxima up to the 4th neighbor position (Figure 5.9g). With increasing domain
distance, the long range correlation diminishes and g(r) levels to the average num-
ber density of domains (Equation 4.25). The previously reported lattice constant
a of 11.5 µm for FL10, 3.9 µm for FL13, and 1.1 µm for FL17 was confirmed for all
fluorinated lipids. The pronounced lateral confinement of FL10 domains suggested
a comparison with a system of two-dimensional colloidal crystallization. Within the
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framework of the inverse work theorem, g(r) can be related to the so–called poten-
tial of mean force ω(r) (Quesada-Pérez et al., 2002):
−ω(r)
kBT
∝ ln [g(r)] . (5.16)
Figure 5.10 presents the calculated potential of mean force ω(r/rFLn) for 33mol%
FL10, FL13, and FL17 domains. Note that the distance between domains is nor-
malized for the respective domain radius rFLn. At the first maximum position of
ω(r/rFLn), i.e., where domains are depleted, a repulsive potential of mean force
was fitted with a harmonic spring constant of kmaxFL10 = −0.54, kmaxFL13 = −0.45, and
kmaxFL17 = −0.16. With decreasing long range correlation of domains, a decrease in
kmaxFLn was observed. The confinement of the nearest domain position revealed a har-
monic spring constant of kminFL10 = 0.067, k
min
FL13 = 0.071, and k
min
FL17 = 0.04. Since the
long range correlation reaches up to distances that are several times larger than
the domain size, the presented potential of mean force includes many-body inter-
actions and must be regarded as an effective interaction potential of domains. All
obtained structure parameters of FL10, FL13, and FL17 domains are summarized
in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4.: Experimentally found values for the average domain radius areaav, the
calculated domain radius Rarea, the inter-domain distance a, and the domain
characteristic length scales d1, d2 with an expected maximum equilibrium radius
Rmax for FL10, FL13, and FL17 domains. kmaxFLn and k
min
FLn denote spring constants
from the first maximum and minimum position of the potential of mean force.
unit FL10 FL13 FL17
〈AFLn〉 µm2 3.1± 0.1 0.6± 0.1 < 0.2
Rarea µm 0.99± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.04 < 0.25
aFLn µm 11.1 ± 0.1 3.77 ± 0.03 1.1 ± 0.1
d1 µm 5.4± 0.1 1.34 ± 0.02 -
d2 µm 3.1± 0.1 0.8± 0.3 -
Rmax µm < 1.93 ± 0.04 < 0.48 ± 0.01 -
kmaxFLn −0.54 −0.45 −0.16
kminFLn 0.067 0.071 0.04
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Figure 5.11.: Comparison between the experimental equilibrium radius Rarea, the
theoretical equilibrium radius Req of a single domain, and the equilibrium ra-
dius RΦeq for laterally correlated domains of fluorinated lipids with different chain
lengths.
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5.6. Comparison to Theoretical Model
The theoretical equilibrium radius of domains is derived in Chapter 4 within the
theoretical framework of the equivalent dipole model. Here, it can be quantita-
tively calculated (Equation 4.24) due to the precise determination of all molecular
parameters of fluorinated lipid domains. For the calculation of the electrostatic en-
ergy Fel in Equation 4.10, a molecular cut-off parameter ∆ was introduced. ∆ can
be estimated by the smallest molecular inter-chain distance dmol of lipids. The ob-
tained results from GIXD measurements are presented in Table 5.1. A quantitative
estimate of the effective line tension Fλ surrounding the domains was presented
in Table 5.3. There, the length mismatch δh between fluorocarbon- and alky-lipid
chains was determined by specular X-ray reflectivity measurements, which allowed
for calculation of Fλ. Furthermore, the surface dipole potential difference ∆V be-
tween fluorinated lipids and DOPC monolayers was measured in Section 5.4 and
resulted in a molecular electrostatic repulsion force of µ2/4pi0 = 3.4 pN. Enter-
ing these parameters into Equation 4.15 yields the theoretical equilibrium domain
radius Req for a single isolated domain. For 33mol% fluorinated lipid domains in
DOPC Req calculates to 1.16 µm for FL10, to 0.44µm for FL13, and 0.12 µm for FL17.
Figure 5.11 shows a comparison between the experimental deduced radius Rarea
(Table 5.4) and the theoretically calculated values Req. It demonstrates excellent
agreement between Rarea and Req for both the decreasing tendency of Req with in-
creasing fluorocarbon chain length of the molecules and the absolute values of Req.
Furthermore, the influence of inter-domain potential on the theoretical size of Req
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was discussed in Section 4.7. For diluted systems, the interaction energy of domains
causes an increase of the equilibrium radius by a factor of e1.24Φ
3/2
(Equation 4.24),
where Φ is the area fraction of domains. A comparison of RΦeq in Figure 5.11 with
the experimentally found Rarea shows still good agreement for FL13 and FL17 do-
mains, but overestimates the size of FL10 domains considerably. For the calculation
of RΦeq, the material parameter m = (4pi0λ)/(µ
2) enters exponentially. This implies
that the calculation of RΦeq for FL10 either overestimates the surface free energy γ
(Equation 5.11) or underrates the dipole density µ. µ enters reciprocal to m and
revealed already high values for fluorinated lipids. Since all molecular structure
parameters were precisely measured, a further refinement of γ for single domains
is suggested. The overall tendency in of the equilibrium radius Req in Figure 5.11
and the good agreement with experimental values enable a close prediction Rarea
for other fluorinated lipids.
Table 5.5.: Theoretical values for the equilibrium radius of isolated Req, and of in-
teracting RΦeq domains at an area fraction Φ = 0.33 of domains.
unit FL10 FL13 FL17
Req µm 1.16 0.44 0.12
RΦeq µm 1.47 0.56 0.14
5.7. Functional Lipid Domains
An objective of this thesis is the use of supported membranes with embedded do-
mains as a model system for lipid rafts in plasma membranes. Therefore, fluorinated
lipids with modified head group functionality were synthesized. In the following, the
domain formation of two types of functional fluorinated lipids is discussed.
5.7.1. Direct Carbohydrate Coupling
In order to regulate the adhesion behavior of cells on carbohydrate exposing do-
mains, a simple α-D-mannose monosaccharide was directly coupled to the head
group of FL10Man lipids. Experiments of the adhesion behavior of macrophages
on FL10Man domains are further discussed in Section 6.3. In the following the
lateral confinement of FL10Man domains is discussed. Figure 5.12a presents fluo-
rescence pictures of of 33mol% FL10Man lipids mixed within 67mol% DOPC lipids at
a lateral surface pressure of 20mNm−1. In comparison to FL10 lipids without head
group modification (Figure 5.6a), the average domain area of FL10Man decreases
by a factor of 2.4 to Rarea = 1.30µm2 ± 0.02 µm2. This yields an average domain
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Figure 5.12.: (a) Fluorescence image of 33mol% FL10Man domains, (b) spectral
density, (c) autocorrelation, (d) domain area histogram, (e) multi Gaussian fit on
radial spectral density, and (f) polar intensity plot of nearest neighbor radius. The
scale bar is 5µm.
.
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Table 5.6.: Experimentally found values for the average domain radius areaav, the
calculated domain radius Rarea, the inter-domain distance a, and the domain
characteristic length scales d1, d2 with an expected maximum equilibrium ra-
dius Rmax for FL10Man domains. kmaxFLn and k
min
FLn denote spring constants from
the first maximum and minimum position of the potential of mean force.
unit FL10Man
〈AFL10Man〉 µm2 1.30 ± 0.02
Rarea µm 0.64 ± 0.05
a µm 3.60 ± 0.05
d1 µm 1.85 ± 0.03
d2 µm 1.0 ± 0.1
Rmax µm < 0.66
kmaxFL10Man −4.3± 0.6
kminFL10Man 0.38 ± 0.01
radius of Rarea = 0.64± 0.05. Figure 5.12d presents the corresponding histogram
of the domain size distribution with a Gaussian fit (blue line). The spectral density
and its radial integration (Figure 5.12(b, e)) revealed three distinct length scales
for the inter-domain distance a = 3.60µm± 0.05 µm and at d1 = 1.85µm± 0.03 µm
and d2 = 1.0µm± 0.1µm. The good spatial confinement of domains is also visi-
ble in autocorrelation images with distinct intensity maxima (Figure 5.12c). The
radial intensity profile line of the around the first neighbor domain distance is pre-
sented in Figure 5.12f and shows a clear 6-fold azimuthal symmetry for FL10Man
domains. Striking for FL10Man domains is the long ranging inter-domain corre-
lation of domains which shows pronounced maxima for g(r) up to the 6th neigh-
bor position. Using the inverse work theorem (Equation 5.16) for the normalized
radial density distribution g(r) yields the effective potential of mean force for do-
mains (Figure 5.13). A parabolic fit on the first maximum and minimum position
yielded a spring constant of kmaxFL10Man = −4.3± 0.6 and kminFL10Man = 0.38 ± 0.01. The
results clearly state, that the lateral confinement of mannosylated domains became
stronger compared to head group unmodified FL10 lipids, which can be character-
ized by a larger spring constant. Although X-ray experiments revealed no changes
in the molecular orientation (Section 5.1), a distinct influence of the mannose head
group was observed due to the reduced size of FL10Man domains.
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Figure 5.13.: Potentials of mean force calculated for FL10Man.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.14.: Fluorescence images of 33mol% (a) hFL17, (b) acFL17, and (c) bt-
nFL17 domains in 67mol% DOPC at 20mNm−1. All scale bars are 5µm.
.
5.7.2. Variable Ligand Coupling
To study the specific cell response on membranes displaying laterally confined do-
mains of membrane-associated proteins, fluorinated lipids were provided with a
more variable coupling group. Therefore, fluorocarbon chains were connected via
a beta glutamic acid backbone (hFL17) exposing a free amine group for further
head group modifications. Compared to FL17 molecules, hFL17 adapts to natural
natural lipids via its carbonyl side groups. Figure 5.14a shows epifluorescence pic-
tures of 33mol% hFL17 domains within 67mol% DOPC lipids. The domains were
polydispersive and larger domains highly irregular in shape. The previous discus-
sions explained this effect by dominating electrostatic contributions or a reduced
line tension. Frequent originators of such processes are contaminations that enrich
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at the phase boundary lines. Even small traces of impurities or residues of imperfect
synthesis may cause these results. However, compression isotherms (Section 3.2)
showed similar slopes as FL10 molecules and did not reveal significant signs of con-
taminations. To exclude interactions of amines for this effect, hFL17 molecules were
acetylated at their amine groups and were further purified to acFL17 molecules by
Christian Gege (University of Heidelberg, Germany). The epifluoresence picture of
33mol% acFL17 lipids within a DOPC matrix is shown in Figure 5.14b. The domains
still show a broader sized distribution distribution than FL17 with larger mean size
of 0.32µm2 ± 0.01 µm2, but elongated and branched domain structures as seen for
hFL17 were almost fully suppressed. These results allowed for an extension of the
spacer molecule by an aminohexanoic acid spacer terminated with a biotin molecule
(btnFL17). The spacer molecule provides more free moving space for coupled tar-
get molecules, whereas the biotin tag facilitates a variable and strong coupling of
target molecules. This may provide a better steric access for binding sites on lig-
and molecules. Figure 5.14c shows the fluorescence picture of 33mol% btnFL17
lipids within a 67mol% DOPC and traces of TexasRed®-DHPE. A regular pattern of
small dark domains was identified, although fluorescent tracer lipids were not ho-
mogeneously distributed. This limits a clear assignment of domains to the optical
resolution of the microscope.
5.7.3. Mixing Behaviour of Functional Lipids
The presented ligand coupling strategy uses a biochemical well-proven biotin-avidin
linker bridge (McMahon, 2008) as flexible molecular building blocks. That is, bi-
otinylated anchor lipids (btnFL17) were incorporated into supported membranes
and further functionalized with biotinylated ligand molecules. Neutravidin acted
as As molecular linker, which provided a pair of biotin binding pockets on two op-
posing sides of the molecule. Details on the preparation protocol can be found
in Section 2.12. Since the cross sectional area of Neutravidin is approximately
60 times larger than that of a single lipid molecule (≈ 60Å2), concentrations of
5mol% biotinylated btnFL17 anchor molecules within lipid membranes guarantee a
complete surface coverage of biotin-avdin linker bridges. This condition was pre-
ferred for cell experiments. A lower molar concentrations of btnFL17 lipids re-
sulted in membranes of homogeneous dispersed ligand molecules, that are further
discussed in Section 7.2. All pictures of Figure 5.15 show mixtures of 33mol% flu-
orinated lipids within 67mol% DOPC lipids. The fluorinated lipids are composed of
5mol% btnFL17 and 95mol% of FL10 (M5btnFL10), FL13 (M5btnFL13), and FL17
(M5btnFL17) lipids and are shown in Figure 5.15(a-c). It should be noted that no
additional fluorescence tracer lipid was added, but btnFL17 enriched areas were
visualized by coupling of TexasRed labeled Neutravidin. Therefore, domains ap-
pear inverted in brightness to formerly presented images. A dark area fraction of
around 30% in Figure 5.15a suggests, that FL10 phase separates from biotinylated
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.15.: Fluorescence images of biotinylated lipids btnFL17 in 31mol% (a)
FL10, (b) FL13, and (c) FL17 and 67mol% DOPC. All scale bars are 5µm
.
btnFL17 (bright) and DOPC. A low concentration of btnFL17 in combination with the
limiting optical resolution obviates conclusions on btnFL17 substructures within the
DOPC matrix. Compared to Figure 5.6a, the jagged FL10 domain boundaries and
the speckled fluorescence marker distribution rather suggest an inhomogeneous
distribution. The situation changes in Figure 5.15b, where a dark area fraction of
around 67% can be attributed to DOPC lipids. Here, labeled btnFL17 molecules
accumulated with FL13 lipids in inverted domain phases. Deformations of DOPC
domains and trapped fluorescent domains cause additional contributions to the to-
tal free energy and make further estimates on domain size distributions erroneous.
For mixtures with identical lipid chain length, that is btnFL17 in FL17, the same
domain patterns as for FL17 binary mixtures were observed (Figure 5.6c). A dark
area fraction of around 66% matches with the used concentration of DOPC lipids.
The average domain size of 0.2µm2 agrees with previous results of FL17. In sum-
mary, the mixture M5btnFL17 was chosen as an appropriate model system to study
cellular interaction on functional domains.
5.8. Regulation of Domain Density
The number density n (Equation 4.24) of functional domains depends on the area
fraction Φ (Equation 4.21) of fluorinated lipids within the lipid mixture. In Figure 5.16
(a–c) fluorinated lipid domains of M5btnFL17 (i.e. 5mol%:95mol% btnFL17:FL17)
are mixed with different area fractions Φ into a DOPC matrix. The molar content of
M5btnFL17 increases from (a) 5mol%, (b) 10mol%, to (c) 33mol%. Here, domains
are labeled with Neutravidin-TexasRed and appear bright, whereas the DOPC ma-
trix remains black. The use of an oil immersion objective with higher N.A. and the
inverted labeling of domains resulted in an improved resolution for domain size de-
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Figure 5.16.: Functional M5btnFL17 lipid domains of (a) 5mol%, (b) 10mol%, and (c)
5mol% within remaining DOPC fraction. Domains are labeled with Neutravidin®-
TexasRed®and appear bright. All scale bars are 5µm. (d–f) Histograms of respec-
tive mixtures fitted with Gaussian line shape (red line). Graphs (g–i) show radial
integrations of the corresponding spectral density and an overall fit curve (blue)
for multiple Gaussian peaks (red lines with −10% offset.
.
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Figure 5.17.: Measured domain distance a for diluted concentrations of M5btnFL17
mixtures compared to theory (solid line).
.
tection. Figure 5.16(d–f) shows histograms of the domain sizes with a Gaussian
fit (red line) of the maximum position that reveal a stable average domain area
of 0.18µm2 ± 0.03µm2. This is consistent with the previously found domain areas
around 0.2µm2 for FL17 and btnFL17. The spectral density distribution for 5mol%
and 10mol% M5btn17 domains showed only one halo. In account of its dimension,
this peak must be attributed to the inter-domain distance a. Radial integration
and subsequent Gaussian fitting (blue line) in Figure 5.16i(g–i) yielded an inter-
domain distance a = 2.8µm± 0.9µm for 5mol%, 2.0µm± 0.7µm for 10mol%, and
1.0µm± 0.5 µm for 33mol% M5btn17 domains. Figure 5.17 presents a plot of the
inter-domain distance a plotted for the concentration of fluorinated M5btn17 do-
mains. The error bars for the concentration arise from mixing uncertainties of the
fluorinated lipid solutions. As described by Wurlitzer et al. (2002) and McConnell
(1986), for diluted systems (Φ < 0.35) the equilibrium domain radius Req does not
depend crucially on its area fraction Φ. This is consistent with the observed do-
main sizes of M5btnFL17 mixtures that yields a stable equilibrium radius of Rarea =
0.24µm± 0.02 µm. The solid line in Figure 5.17 represents the theoretical inter-
domain distance a of diluted domain mixtures with a fixed domain radius Rarea.
The obtained results demonstrate that the inter-domain distance a of fluorinated
domains can be quantitatively regulated proportional to 1/φ2, where φ is the area
fraction of domains.
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Carbohydrate-Domains
This chapter describes the effect of supported membranes displaying mannosylated
domains (Subsection 5.7.1) on the cellular response of mouse macrophages. At first,
the biological relevance of the selected ligand (mannose) and receptor (macrophage
mannose receptor) molecules are explained. To allow for a quantitative data inter-
pretation, the instrumental setup and the subsequent digital data analysis routines
are discussed. Results are presented together with representative cell images which
enables a conclusive discussion of the observed cell response.
6.1. Biological Role of Ligand–Receptor System
Plasma membranes of cells are postulated to form laterally organized domains, of-
ten referred as lipid rafts (Edidin, 2003). Lipid rafts can accumulate and bind a
variety of proteins, glycoproteins or glycolipids which are involved in complex cel-
lular functions, such as cell adhesion, signal transduction and endocytic trafficking
(Simons and Ikonen, 1997; Hakomori and Igarashi, 1995). The fluorinated lipid
domains presented in this study provide an excellent model system for such lat-
erally confined membrane complexes. The multivalent carbohydrate interaction of
cells was mimicked by FL10Man micro-domains exposing a directly coupled α-D-
mannose monomer (Subsection 5.7.1). The mannose moiety acts as ligand molecule
for a subgroup of cellular recognition receptors, called lectines. Lectines are in-
volved in a broad variety of cellular interactions and play an important role in the
response of immune cells.
6.1.1. Lectines
Lectins are binding proteins that are involved in the early stage of cell adhesion.
They bind to carbohydrate structural epitopes, i.e., the binding site or determinant
of the antigen, without modifying them. Lectins are of non–immune origin and ag-
glutinate with high affinity for mannose and complex N–glycans (Nilsson, 2007, p.
2) to glycoconjugates of the extracellular matrix. Their classifications distinguish
between biological functions, like
• membrane mediated microbial adhesion or hemmaglutionation,
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• intracellular protein trafficking,
• lymphocyte homing and cell–cell recognition
(e.g. gram–negative bacteria, HIV, H5N1),
• secretion as highly potent exotoxins
(e.g. plant lectines like ricin, snake venom),
or between the binding affinity, where
• L–type binds to lymph nodes,
• E–type binds to endothelium cells, and
• P–type binds to activated blood platelets,
or between the structural appearance, like
• C–type lectins which depend on divalent ions (like calcium or manganese),
• I–type selectins which are defined by the overall structural similarity to im-
munoglobulins (Angata et al., 2002), or
• M–type which binds mannose oligosaccharides
(Endoplasmatic Reticulum associated α–mannosidase like proteins).
Members of the mannose binding receptor family are a unique subgroup within the
C–type lectin superfamily that contains multiple C–type lectin-like domains (CTLDs)
within a polypeptide backbone. From examination of the human genome sequence,
four members are predicted where only the mannose receptor and Endo180/uPARAP
have been demonstrated to bind monosaccharides (East and Isacke, 2002). A sche-
matic overview of the mannose receptor domains is presented in Figure 6.1a. All
members of this family carry an N-terminal cystein-rich domain, which can act as
second lectin domain that binds to sulfated sugars in case of the mannose receptor
(e.g. chondroitin sulfate A and B, or LewisX antigens (Leteux et al., 2000)), followed
by a single fibronectin (FN) type II domain that will bind collagens. The C-terminus
consists of a single–pass transmembrane unit ending with short cytoplasmatic do-
mains that can interact with the endocytic signaling cascade of the cell. The man-
nose receptor is highly expressed on macrophages (therefore formerly termed as
"macrophage mannose receptor") and has been assigned the cluster differentiation
number CD206. It is a 175 kDa protein that recognizes saccharide chains termi-
nating in mannose, fuctose or N-acetylglucosamine (Largent et al., 1984; Shepherd
et al., 1981) with highest monosaccharides binding affinity for D -mannose (Zamze
et al., 2002). The mannose receptor has 8 CTLDs, where only domains 4 to 8 display
binding affinity as carbohydrate recognition domains (CRDs) and monosaccharide
binding was solely identified for CTLD4 (Taylor et al., 1992). CRDs have a distinct
protein fold characteristic to bind carbohydrates. Their specific sequence profiles
are summarized in the broader group of CTLDs that do not necessarily bind sugars
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Figure 6.1.: (a) Structure of the mannose receptor with CRDs labeled from 1–8.
Adapted from Taylor et al. (1992). (b) Ribbon diagram of mannose receptor
CTLD4 with extended loop (yellow) and Ca2+ (green). Adapted from Feinberg
et al. (2000).
and are part of the standard annotation in all major protein databases. Figure 6.1b
shows the ribbon diagram of the mannose receptor CTLD4 with bound Ca2+ as
green sphere (Feinberg et al., 2000). It has been demonstrated, that CTLD4 re-
quires 2 Ca2+ for sugar binding (Mullin et al., 1994). The crystal structure of the
mannose receptor CTLD4 shows an extended loop (yellow) where the second Ca2+
binding site is located. This auxiliary site is proposed to act as pH sensor. After the
mannose receptor is internalized into the cell’s endosome, the low pH environment
releases Ca2+ and consequently its bound ligand (East and Isacke, 2002).
6.1.2. Macrophages
Macrophages are white blood cells (leukocytes) constitutively present in nearly any
tissue of the body. They regulate homeostasis and contribute on essential functions
during inflammation and repair. Macrophages differentiate from monocytes and are
part of the mononuclear phagocytic system. Their ability to identify and internalize
foreign substances (phagocytosis) is part of the earliest evolutionary innate immune
strategies. Macrophages migrate via blood and lymph to peripheral sites where
they are able to persist as relatively long-living cells. There they adapt to local tis-
sue specific stimuli which results in phenotypic heterogeneity. Macrophages play an
important role in the clearance of effete components, such as apoptotic cells or envi-
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ronmental particles, and capture potential antigens to activate T and B lymphocyte
as part of the adaptive immunity. To recognize all classes of endogenous and ex-
ogenous stimuli, macrophages express a broad range of specific plasma membrane
receptors (Gordon, 2002; Sahly et al., 2008; Ofek et al., 1995). In this study, the
isolated clonal population J774.A1 from a murine macrophage tumor cell line was
used, which shows an up–regulated and functional surface expression of the man-
nose receptor. According to Fiani et al. (1998), they express an average number of
46 600 mannose binding receptors on the surface with an equilibrium binding con-
stant Kd = 92.9 nM for a mannose BSA ligand. The mannose receptor is involved in
adaptive and innate immune response. As described in Subsection 6.1.1, it binds to
carbohydrate moieties for pathogen recognition or membrane-associated adhesion
with a high affinity for D-mannose. Increasing evidence suggests the mannose re-
ceptor plays a participating role in silent the clearance of inflammatory molecules
(Zamze et al., 2002).
6.2. Experimental Detection Methods
Cellular response on external stimuli is difficult to resolve within a three–dimensional
tissue. Therefore, simplified in vitro systems that allow for a punctual defined stim-
ulation of target cells and a spatial resolved detection of cell response are often
preferred. This reduces the complex biological environment to a system of a few
target molecules and locally well defined interactions. A powerful approach to mim-
icking such biological functions on flat sample geometries are solid supported mem-
branes (Tanaka and Sackmann, 2005). They allow for data acquisition with optical
microscopy and other elaborate measurement techniques. In this study, several
solid supported membrane preparation techniques, presented in Chapter 3, were
used to prepare functional FL10Man lipid domains within a flow chamber setup
(Section 2.3). The flow chamber allowed for nutrition of cells with matched culture
medium, selective cell targeting (FL10Man, CD95L), and unperturbed cellular ob-
servation through the use of inverted microscopy techniques. Cellular response was
observed by a combination of reflection interference contrast microscopy and con-
focal fluorescence microscopy, which will be introduced shortly to permit conclusive
interpretation of the acquired data.
6.2.1. Reflection Interference Contrast Microscopy
Reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) utilizes the interference of po-
larized light reflected from interfaces of stratified multilayer systems. In cell biol-
ogy it was first invented by Abercrombie and Ambrose (1958) and Curtis (1964),
and further improved in the group of Prof. E. Sackmann (TU Munich, Germany),
e.g. Rädler and Sackmann (1993); Zilker et al. (1992); Schilling et al. (2004), for
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Figure 6.2.: Sketch of a RICM reflection geometry.
membrane spreading and fluctuation studies on various surfaces. RICM is a label
free technique that measures the distance h between surface near cell membranes
and the sample substrate due to changes in the refractive index. The resolution
in lateral direction is similar to common light microscopy techniques (∼ 0.2 µm),
whereas the vertical resolution can improve by interferometric effects down to
∼ 4 nm. Figure 6.2 shows a sketch of a typical reflection interference geometry
for cells in close proximity to the surface. A description for the used modular RICM
setup is given in Section 2.7.
The height information h(x, y) is deduced from the intensity I(x, y) measured at a
given lateral position (x,y) for quasi-normal incidence by,
I(x, y) = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2γ12 cos (
4pin2
λ
h(x, y) + ϕ) , (6.1)
where λ is the used wavelength, n2 the refractive index of the medium, and ϕ a
phase shift usually close to pi. I1 and I2 are reflected intensities that calculate from
the incoming light intensity I0. γ12 denotes the mutual degree of coherence between
two points at ~r1 and ~r2. For two completely coherent light rays it is unity and de-
creases with partial coherence towards zero for completely incoherent light. Around
a given point ~r1 one can define a certain coherently illuminated volume before γ12
falls below a prescribed value like 1/e (Saleh and Teich, 2007, p. 415). The width
and shape of this function is described by the points spread function (PSF) of a mi-
croscope and can be directly modulated with the aperture diaphragm. The opening
size of the aperture regulates the maximal accepted inclination α0 of illuminating
light rays and thus the numerical aperture of illumination I.N.A. = n2 sinα1. The
coherence in z-direction parallel to the optical axis can be written as (Limozin and
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A
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Figure 6.3.: Interference image of an adherent cell recorded with A) closed, and B)
open aperture diaphragm regulating the depth of coherence length for illumina-
tion. Scale bars are 5µm
Sengupta, 2009):
γ12 =
sin β
β
eiβ (6.2)
β = (
4pi
λ
h(x, y)
n2
I.N.A.2).
The degree of coherence limits the horizontal resolution ∆x either by the I.N.A. for
closed aperture (more coherent), or by the Rayleigh criterion of the objective N.A.
for an open aperture (rather incoherent) (Limozin and Sengupta, 2009):
0.5λ
I.N.A.
≤ ∆x ≤ 0.61λ
N.A.
(6.3)
In other words, for a closed aperture the depth in focus is high and interference
fringes of coherent light can be caused by multiple stratified interfaces. Situation A
in Figure 6.3 demonstrates this for a flattened pancreatic cancer cell, where over-
laying membranes cause interference fringes at the lamelopodiom of the cell. In
contrast, situation B shows a cell imaged with open aperture, where interference
arises only at the vicinity of the focal plane and deeper regions do not contribute.
Here, regions of cell contact appear dark. Interference at the center of the cell can
fluctuate, since cell organelles like the nucleus change considerably the intercellu-
lar refractive index.
To judge whether tight contact of cells induces constructive or destructive inter-
ference, one needs to consider the phase shift ϕ for a given reflection layer system
(Figure 6.4a). A light ray reflected under normal incidence (α = 0) at an inter-
face with decreasing refractive index (n0 > n1) reduces its intensity according to
Fresnel’s formula (Hecht, 2001),
I1 = I0 |r01|2 = I0
∣∣∣∣n1 − n0n1 + n0
∣∣∣∣
2
. (6.4)
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Figure 6.4.: (a) Layer model and refractive indices for a triple interface system used
for the calculation of height profiles. (b) Normalized interference intensity profile
of a hovering cell in distance h above the surface (solid). A missing phase jump
pi at the medium/cell interface (dotted) or a interposed lipid monolayer (dashed)
results in modified intensity profiles.
Only the transmitted ray experiences a phase shift of ϕ = 2piλ n1d1. This is the case
at the glass lipid interface of the additionally LB deposited monolayer. Since the
light ray I2 passes the monolayer twice, its thickness d1 enters into the phase shift
calculation two times. At an interface with increasing refractive index, e.g. from
medium to cell (n2 < n3), the reflected ray experiences an additional phase shift
of ϕ = pi. In Equation 6.1 both enter as constant term ϕ while the phase shift
induced by the medium pathway modulates with h. The intensity of the second ray
is calculated by repeated application of Fresnel coefficients at each interface:
I2 = I0
∣∣∣r01 + (1− r201)ei 4piλ n1d1 [r12 + r23(1− r212)ei 4piλ n2h]∣∣∣2 (6.5)
Figure 6.4b presents the intensity profile for a hovering cell with distance h above
a monolayer functionalized glass substrate (red, solid line). In close contact de-
structive interference occurs and the adhesion spot appears dark. With increas-
ing distance h, the intensity passes several interference maxima and minima until
the lost coherence suppresses further discrimination. The dashed line indicates the
same situation for an uncoated glass substrate. Here, the additional lipid monolayer
causes only marginal phase shift, although a better contrast,
c =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin
=
Dif
Sum
, (6.6)
can be reached. It should be noted, that all intensity profiles in Figure 6.4b are
normalized on the first maximum and minimum position to allow direct comparison
of the phase shift. Damping of the intensity occurs due to the loss in coherence. In
general, at interfaces with high refractive index gradients, more light is reflected
and thus a higher interference intensity is observed. Rädler and Sackmann (1993)
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used this principal to improve RICM contrast with magnesium fluoride MgF2 coated
substrates. In this study, main focus was set on the surface near (< 100 nm) cell
membrane topography and thus an open aperture blend and a high CCD camera
sensitivity provided enough dynamic range to resolve the interference fringes at
monolayer coated substrates. The dotted line in Figure 6.4b notionally represents
the intensity profile for an object with refractive index smaller than the medium,
where no phase shift of pi occurs. It demonstrates that the intensity without any
object in the medium is maximal at the surface, which provides a good reference
situation for the adjustment of the λ/4 plate. It is noted that a glass substrate with
supported membrane and interposed medium causes a different phase shift than the
monolayer coated profile in Figure 6.4a. Due to alternating gradients of refractive
indices, the first interference minimum is shifted around 40 nm above the surface
(Limozin and Sengupta, 2009).
To measure the absolute cell distance h, reliable knowledge on all refractive
indices is needed. In practice, it is easier to measure the difference in inten-
sity I(x, y) towards the next fringe maximum Imax = I1I2 + 2
√
I1I2 and minimum
Imin = I1I2 − 2
√
I1I2 intensity. Using the introduced definitions for Sum and Dif in
Equation 6.6 to rearrange Equation 6.1, the height profile of an adhered cell can be
calculated for the corresponding cosine branch by
h(x, y) =
λ
4pin2
arccos
2I(x, y)− Sum
Dif
. (6.7)
6.2.2. Image Analysis Routines
To determine quantitative cellular measures from RICM images, e.g. the adhesion
area, an image analysis routine was programmed in Java for ImageJ 1.44 (Abramoff
et al., 2004) based on ideas presented in Sengupta et al. (2006). The algorithm
exploits the fact that the background intensity of an RICM image is more uniform
than the interference signal caused by a cell. This is particularly the case for a
fluctuating cell membrane that is not tightly bound to the substrate. The membrane
fluctuations cause interference intensity patterns with a high standard deviation
either over time or towards the neighboring pixel positions.
Cellular adhesion areas were discriminated from the background by a combined
algorithm for variance filtering and intensity thresholding. In regions of tight con-
tact, the standard deviation varies only little from the fluctuations of the background
signal. At the same time, the intensity signal is considerably lower due to destruc-
tive interference. To allow for a semi-automatic application of the digital image
analysis routine, RICM images with high contrast and a homogeneous background
illumination were needed. This issue was technically moderated by the use of a
sensitive CCD camera with high dynamic range and 32–bit color depth, as well as
illumination with an open aperture blend as explained in Subsection 6.2.1. In post
image processing, a reference value of the background signal was averaged over a
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5.: (a) RICM image of an adherent macrophage with (b) 5× 5 binned mean
values and (c) standard deviation up to the next nearest neighbor pixel. The scale
bars is 5µm.
user–set rectangular selection around the cell. Mean intensity values and standard
deviation were averaged over all pixels along the border line. Subsequently, the
image analysis algorithm calculated the mean values of all 5× 5 pixel matrices of
the selection, i.e., from all next nearest neighbor pixels, and the standard deviation,
i.e., the spread of these 5× 5 matrices. Figure 6.5(a) shows a typical RICM image
of an adherent macrophage, (b) its 5× 5 pixel binned mean image, and (c) the cor-
responding standard deviation map. In a first filtering step, all pixels with a spread
less than the standard deviation of the background were assigned to the value 0,
and others to 1. The situation is shown in Figure 6.6(a), where areas within the
adhesion region of the cell are also assigned to the background (0). To correct this
misinterpretation, the contour line of the adhesion area was extracted by a simple
edge detection routine (Figure 6.6(b)) and all enclosed pixels were assigned to 1.
Subsequently, adhesion areas with tight membrane-substrate were subjected to a
second filtering step, where all 1 valued pixels that posses lower intensity than the
mean background intensity are assigned to 2. The result is denoted as trinary map
and is shown in Figure 6.6(c). An additional filtering step used a lower intensity
threshold for the adhesion area of cells. Adherent regions with intensities below the
mean background intensity minus twice its standard deviation were assigned to 3.
This threshold value was chosen arbitrarily, but emerged as a good detection limit
for dark adhesion spots within the original RICM image. The final adhesion map is
shown in Figure 6.6(d), where the black area (0) denotes the background, and all
brighter colors (1,2,3) are assigned to the cellular adhesion area with different lev-
els of cell–membrane contact. The image analysis routine additionaly derived values
for the cellular adhesion area A, the contour line perimeter p, and the cellular form
factor c = 4piA/p2.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.6.: Intermediate maps of RICM image after (a) standard deviation filtering,
(b) edge detection, and (c) background intensity thresholding. (d) Final image
discriminates background (black) from different levels of cell adherence.
6.2.3. Three-Dimensional Cell Shape Reconstruction
The adhesion process of cells is not only restricted to the cell contact area, but
is also accompanied by cytoskeletal reconstruction of the cell body (Lodish et al.,
2001, p. 847). Therefore, three-dimensional cell shapes were reconstructed with
a label-free RICM technique and a cytoskeletal staining of the polymerized actin
network of cells.
In a first static attempt, RICM was used with a closed aperture blend to recon-
struct surface-near membrane undulations and extended cell shapes in z–direction.
Figure 6.7(a) shows an erythrocyte lying on the surface and (b) hovering tilted above
the surface. In both cases, clear Newton–fringes of constructive and destructive in-
terference are visible. Using Equation 6.7 and a manual assignment of the respec-
tive cosine branches resulted in a three-dimensional height reconstruction as shown
in Figure 6.7(c–d). As demonstrated, this method is useful for cells or objects with
known geometrical shapes. The situation becomes more complicated in the case of
adherent cells with unknown shape and enclosed organelles. Figure 6.8a shows an
adherent pancreatic cancer cell with distinct lamellopodium and individual filopo-
dia. The center of the cell appears noisy due to disturbances of the refractive index
by organelles. Considering a second interference contribution from the overlying
cell membrane with an open aperture blend, the thickness increase of the lamel-
lopodium was calculated. Figure 6.8b presents the height profile of the upper cell
membrane. The layer model for height reconstruction assumed a cell–substrate
distance of 32 nm (see Section 6.3), a refractive index for the upper and the lower
cell membrane of 1.4, a membrane thickness of 4 nm, a cytosolic refractive index
of 1.4, and a refractive index for the surrounding medium of 1.33. The profile was
reconstructed along the red line sketched in Figure 6.8a. The inclination of the
upper lamellopodium membrane was fitted to 4.0°. A complete reconstruction of
the cell surface can be relevant to calculating force fields under hydrodynamic flow.
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6.7.: (a) RICM images of an erythrocyte lying on the surface and (b) hovering
tilted above the surface. (c–d) Respective three-dimensional shape reconstruc-
tions shown from below. All scale bars are 5µm.
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Figure 6.8.: (a) RICM image of an adherent pancreatic cancer cell and (b) its height
profile reconstruction along the red line. The scale bars is 10µm.
Nonetheless, the limited profile reconstructions to areas which are unperturbed
from light scattering of cell organelles emerged as serious drawback of the RICM
technique.
Furthermore, adherent cells on supported membranes were explored by confo-
cal microscopy and subsequently the three-dimensional shape reconstruction. Ad-
herent cells were fixed and stained for actin which is a major structure protein
of the cytoskeleton. Actin is involved in cell adhesion and motility processes and
accumulates in network structures above focal adhesion spots. Visualization and
reconstruction of the complete cell volume was enabled by extended image scans
in z–direction. The image stacks were recorded with a stack spacing of 250 nm
and ∼ 260 nm lateral resolutions at the Nikon Imaging Center (BIOQUANT, Hei-
delberg, Germany). Subsequent deconvolution of the fluorescence images elimi-
nated the out–of–focus haze and thereby improved the spatial resolution. The three-
dimensional image reconstructions and further image processing were performed
with ImageJ 1.44 (Abramoff et al., 2004). Details on the instrumental equipment are
given in Section 2.6.
6.3. Cellular Response on FL10Man Domains
In the following, the static and dynamic behavior of adherent macrophages was ana-
lyzed by a combination of confocal microscopy and RICM measurements to describe
the cellular response of macrophages on mannose displaying membranes.
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(b)(a) (c)
Figure 6.9.: Confocal images of adherent macrophages on (a) pure DOPC (b) 33mol%
FL10Man : 67mol% DOPC, and (c) pure FL10Man membranes. All scale bars are
5µm.
6.3.1. Cell Spreading of Macrophages on FL10Man Domains
The adhesion behavior of murine macrophage (J774A.1) on functional α-D-mannose
lipid domains was quantified by live cell RICM imaging and three–dimensional shape
reconstruction by confocal microscopy. Therefore, cells were incubated for at least
2 h under controlled temperature (37 °C) and CO2 (5%) conditions on supported
membranes. Figure 6.9 presents the three–dimensional reconstruction, the cross
sectional side view, and the adhesion plane of macrophages on membranes com-
posed of (a) pure phospholipids (DOPC), (b) domains of 33mol% FL10Man and
67mol% DOPC, and (c) pure FL10Man. Since pure FL10Man could not be doped
with TexasRed®–DHPE, the position of the supported membrane is indicated as the
blue layer. It should be noted that the number of cells found on the pur DOPC sub-
strates (a) was reduced by more than 90% as compared to the number of adherent
cells on FL10Man exposing membranes (b) and (c). This is ascribed to a weak,
nonspecific binding of macrophages on phospholipid membranes. Nearly all cells
were removed by a gentle exchange of cell medium during sample preparation and
only those cells adherent to the substrate at monolayer defects remained attached.
The fluorescence labeling of the actin cortex with phalloidin (green, Figure 6.9)
implies that most cells on DOPC membranes were round and showed only a small
contact area. The cell volume was calculated to be ∼ 4400 µm3 and the adhesion
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Figure 6.10.: Histograms and Gaussian fits on adhesion area of macrophages spread
on membranes displaying only DOPC lipids (black), 33mol% FL10Man domains
in a DOPC matrix (green), and only FL10Man lipids (blue).
area was smaller than ADOPC = 10µm2. The histograms of adherent macrophages
after 4 h are presented in Figure 6.10. The average adhesion area of macrophages
on DOPCmembranes (black) was 60µm2. In fact, a clear identification of the contact
area for macrophages on DOPC by RICM was rather difficult, since the significant
height fluctuations of cell surface resulted in a large intensity standard deviation.
Thus, the image analysis routine presented in Subsection 6.2.2 could not cope with
very small adhesion spots. An apparently stronger and more specific adhesion of
macrophages was found on FL10Man membranes. Here, even intensive rinsing
could not remove the cells from the membranes. Membranes with 33mol% of incor-
porated mannosylated domains, caused a distinct spreading of macrophages. The
cross sectional view (Figure 6.9 (b)) shows a thin lamelopodiom protruding onto
the peripheral substrate membrane, whereas the cell body remains round. The cell
volume was calculated to ∼ 5000 µm3, whereas the average adhesion area after 4 h
increased to 120 µm2. The histogram with Gaussian fit (green) around the average
adhesion area is presented in Figure 6.10. An enrichment of actin was observed
in the lamellopodium, although an accumulation of actin above domain was not
identified. Figure 6.9(c) shows the situation for macrophages on pure FL10Man
membranes. Cell spreading becomes even more prominent and macrophages start
to flatten on the supported membranes. The calculated cell volume of ∼ 4000 µm3
remains within the statistical size deviation of cells below 15%. On pure manno-
sylated supported membranes, the contact area increased significantly to 630µm2
(blue curve in Figure 6.10). Within the plane of adhesion, i.e., directly above the
substrate, punctuated actin structures were found. The shape of the spreading area
was round and indicated no preferential orientation or polarization of the cell. Al-
beit, the outline of the contact area revealed many short fluctuating filopodia and
suggests enhanced cytosolic cell activity.
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Figure 6.11 shows adhesion areas of macrophage on membranes with 33mol%
incorporated mannose domains. The RICM images are sorted by the size of the
adhesion area which increased with incubation time. During the early stage of cell
adhesion, inhomogeneous interference patterns are caused by non–adherent parts
of the cell. After formation of a stable adhesion area, the outer lamellopodium region
came into close contact with the substrate and developed destructive interference.
A dark adhesion region evolved and generated a closed rim of tight cell–substrate
contact. The overall shape of the adhesion areas was nearly round with circularity
above 0.5.
To study the spatial correlation between FL10Man domains and the initial area of
macrophage adhesion, RICM timelaps images of macrophages were recorded dur-
ing the early stage of cell adhesion. Figure 6.12(a-c) shows the contact area of a
macrophage binding onto a 33mol% FL10Man domain substrate at time steps of
1min, 5min, and 10min. The RICM images revealed several discrete spots of tight
cell-substrate contact (dark round spots). The time evolution of the adhesion spots
even suggested a step-wise spreading of the cell adhesion area onto these adhesion
spots. The spacing between the spots was comparable to the inter-domain distance
(a = 3.6µm) of 33mol% FL10Man domains. To clarify the spatial correlation be-
tween adhesion spots and FL10Man domains, experiments with TexasRed®-DHPE
doped DOPC membranes were performed. Figure 6.12(d) shows RICM images of
macrophage adhesion spots overlaid by the outlines of the membrane incorporated
FL10Man domains (red lines). The domain outlines were derived from a fluores-
cence picture taken at the same position instantaneously before and after first cell
attachment. Contrary to the expectations, no direct overlap of the adhesion spots
with FL10Man domain was observed. First contacts of tight adhesion rather seemed
to surround the mannosylated domains.
6.3.2. Recognition of FL10Man Domains by Macrophages
The recognition of FL10Man domains by macrophages during cell spreading was
studied with RICM image streams. Cell membrane fluctuations of different adhe-
sion regions were evaluated with a time resolution of 110ms. Figure 6.13(a) shows
recorded height fluctuations of four different macrophage adhesion areas above
FL10Man domains and one control spot for the background variations. The record-
ing spots were assigned to a region of (1) tight contact (dark region), (2) ordinary ad-
hesion, and (3) a FL10Man domain which is currently engulfed by the macrophage.
For comparison, an adhesion site (4) without underlying FL10Man domain and (5) a
spot for background intensity fluctuations were recorded. The respective positions
are indicated by arrows in Figure 6.13(b). Extracted domain outlines (red lines)
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Figure 6.11.: Typical RICM images of adherent macrophages on substrates with
33mol% FL10Man and 67mol% DOPC sorted for increasing incubation time of
macrophages. All scale bars are 5µm.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.12.: Macrophage adhesion on 33mol% FL10Man domains by RICM showing
discrete dark adhesion spots. Images were recorded (a) 1min, (b) 5min, and
(c) 10min after first cell-substrate contact. (d) Overlay of adhesion spots with
contour lines of FL10Man domains (red) extracted from fluorescence microscopy.
All scale bars are 5µm.
are overlaid from a fluorescence image taken instantaneously before data acquisi-
tion. The presented height profiles were calculated with Equation 6.7 for a 3× 3
binned pixel area. The macrophage membrane height fluctuations above spot (1)
revealed an average cell substrate distance of 30.3 nm with a standard deviation
of 0.8 nm. Spot (2) showed a slightly enlarged substrate distance of approximately
32.8 nm with a standard deviation of 1.1 nm. The macrophage adhesion site (3),
without an underlying FL10Man domain, revealed a doubled standard deviation of
2.0 nm and an increased cell-substrate distance of 38.6 nm. These results indicate
a specific interaction of the macrophage with the underlying FL10Man-domains
with a reduced cell-substrate distance. The observation is supported by spot (4),
where the macrophage was spreading over the domain during data acquisition and
showed a similar behavior. The calculated cell-substrate distance reduced from an
unbound (40 nm) to a surface near membrane distance 32 nm, where the height fluc-
tuation amplitude became smaller. The cellular membrane fluctuation amplitudes
were clearly discriminated from the illumination and camera noise, since spot (5)
showed only a small intensity standard deviation of 0.3 nm for the background.
Since macrophage adhesion sites above FL10Man domains showed a smaller
height standard deviation than other adhesion areas, the temporal height standard
deviation of the complete adhesion area was calculated. Figure 6.14(a) shows the
temporal height fluctuations of the macrophage membrane over a period of 2min.
An overlay of the FL10Man-domain outlines (white) revealed good correlation with
regions of low membrane height standard deviations (dark blue). In comparison, the
spatial standard deviation map from a single RICM image is shown in Figure 6.13(b).
Here, the lateral height standard deviation is calculated according to the RICM im-
age analysis routine explained in Subsection 6.2.2. The combination of lateral vari-
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Figure 6.13.: (a) Membrane height fluctuations of an adherent macrophage on
FL10Man-domains showing (1) tight cell-membrane contact, (2) ordinary adhe-
sion, and (3) spreading of the macrophage on a FL10Man domain. (4) Reference
spot of macrophage adhesion area without underlying FL10Man-domain and (5)
for the background intensity variations. (b) Overview of RICM recording spots
with an overlay of FL10Man-domain outlines (red). The scale bars is 5µm.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.14.: (a) Temporal height standard deviation shows conformance with un-
derlying FL10Man domains (white outlines). (b) Spatial standard deviation, and
(c) adhesion area map of Figure 6.13b. The scale bars is 5µm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.15.: (a) Fluorescence and (b) RICM image of an macrophage adherent on
33mol% FL10Man domains after 4 h incubation. Domain outlines are overlayed
(red) that show a depletion of domains below the adhesion area. The scale bars
are 5µm.
ance filtering and background thresholding results in a cell adhesion map shown in
Figure 6.14(c). For spatial variance filtering, no direct correlation between deduced
adhesion pattern and FL10Man-domains was observed. This result suggests that a
precise detection of cell adhesion areas for tight cell-substrate contact should in-
clude temporal variance filtering rather than spatial variance filtering.
As reported in Subsection 6.1.1, the mannose receptor is internalized into the
macrophage’s endosome after specific carbohydrate binding. To verify the spe-
cific recognition of mannose domains by macrophages, the long-term stability of
FL10Man domains was checked. Figure 6.15(a) shows a fluorescence image of
FL10Man domains below the adhesion area of a macrophage after 4 h incubation
time. The pattern of FL10Man domains (black) shows a depleted region of domains
in the center of the image. To compare the spatial correlation of domains with the
macrophage adhesion area, FL10Man-domain outlines (red lines) were overlaid in
Figure 6.15b with the respective RICM image of the adherent macrophage. It is ob-
vious that domains are depleted only below the macrophage adhesion area, whereas
in the peripheral supported membrane the FL10Man domains are unaffected. This
suggests that macrophages ingest FL10Man lipids from the underlaying solid sup-
ported membrane to perform phagocytotic clearance of exogen molecules. In both
observations, the close cell-substrate contact of macrophages above FL10Man do-
mains and the specific recognition and uptake of mannosylated lipids demonstrate
that the multivalent carbohydrate interactions of mannosylated domains could specif-
ically activate the cell response of macrophages.
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6.3.3. Conclusion
It was demonstrated that fluorinated lipid domains modified with α-D-mannose were
able to activate the cell-specific response of murine macrophages (J774A.1). The
adhesion behavior of macrophages was studied by a combination of confocal mi-
croscopy and microinterferometry (RICM). Macrophages showed significant spread-
ing on the membranes with a high density of mannosylated-domains. A distinct
recognition of mannosylated domains by macrophages was identified due to the
reduced macrophage-substrate distance of ∼ 31 nm and the smaller amplitude of
height fluctuations on FL10Man-domains. The pronounced cell spreading and a
clearance of mannosylated lipids indicated that functional lipid domains can acti-
vate the nonopsonic, phagocytotic response (Ofek et al., 1995) of macrophages.
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Apoptosis-Inducing Membranes
In this chapter, the fluorinated lipid domains were modified with an apoptosis-
inducing ligand molecule (CD95L) to act as model system for laterally confined
signaling complexes in the cell membrane. The cellular response of pancreatic can-
cer cells was compared between membranes displaying CD95L-modified domains
and membranes with homogeneously dispersed CD95L. At first, the biological role
of the apoptosis-inducing ligand-receptor pair is described and subsequently the
distinct differences of cell response between the CD95L-membrane substrates are
elucidated.
7.1. Biological Role of Apoptosis
Apoptosis is an induced form of controlled cell death. Cells which undergo apopto-
sis enter a defined process of morphological changes that includes chromatin con-
densation, nuclear fragmentation, cell shrinkage, plasma membrane blebbing, and
fragmentation of the cell into smaller apoptotic bodies. Neighboring phagocytos-
ing cells will ingest and clear these bodies. In contrast, uncontrolled cell necrosis
implies a disturbed integrity of the plasma membrane which leads to cell swelling
and disruption. The cellular debris of necrotic cells causes inflammatory response
and can damage the surrounding tissue. Induced apoptosis is an important reg-
ulatory process in tissue homeostasis and immune response (Steller, 1995). For
instance, apoptosis promotes the sculpting of extremities (Chang et al., 2004) and
is utilized as a regulatory mechanism of the immune system to clear virus infected
cells (Krammer, 2000) or routes differentiation during development of the central
nervous system (Martin-Villalba, 2006). The insufficient control on apoptosis causes
malignant properties of cells, such as the uncontrolled growth and proliferation of
cancer cells.
7.1.1. The CD95–CD95L Death System
In this study, a human pancreatic cancer cell line (PanD24) was isolated from a male
donor. The PanD24 cancer cells were induced for apoptosis via the ’death receptor’
CD95. CD95 (cluster of differentiation 95) is a transmembrane protein also known
as FasR, Apo-1, or DR2. The expression of CD95 can be boosted by cytokine or
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Figure 7.1.: Schematic illustration of solid supported membrane with homoge-
neously distributed ligand molecules bound via a biotin–Neutravidin bridge.
activation of lymphocytes (Krammer, 2000). In this thesis, the used pancreatic can-
cer cells showed a high CD95 surface coverage of ∼ 53 000 CD95 receptors per cell
(Martin-Villalba). CD95 binds its natural ligand CD95L which causes oligomeriza-
tion of the receptor and consequently triggers apoptosis.
CD95L, also known as FasL or Apo-1L, is an apoptosis inducing member of the
tumor necrosis factor (TNF) cytokine family. It is a 40 kDa transmembrane pro-
tein with a highly conserved extracellular binding domain and a cleavage site for
a matrix metalloproteinase (Suda et al., 1997). In cleaved conformation, the ex-
tracellular binding domain forms soluble homotrimers. Whether membrane bound
CD95L is trimeric has not yet been demonstrated (Nagata, 1997). The human solu-
ble homolog (hsCD95L) efficiently induces apoptosis. Bound to its receptor CD95,
it induces trimerization of the receptor which stimulates the cytosolic formation of
a death inducing signaling complex (DISC). In this study, a stabilized and biotiny-
lated homotrimer (CD95L-T4-btn) from Apogenix GmbH (Heidelberg, Germany) was
bound to different supported membranes containing biotinylated lipids (btnFL17,
DOPE-btn) as described in Section 2.12. A schematic illustration for a membrane
displaying homogeneously dispersed ligand molecules is shown in Figure 7.1.
7.2. Homogeneously Dispersed CD95L in Membranes
The cell response of pancreatic cancer cells (PanD24) was first characterized on
substrates with homogeneously distributed CD95L. Therefore, biotinylated DOPE-
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Figure 7.2.: Size distribution of (a) Neutravidin and (b) CD95L measured by light
scattering of the stock solution.
btn lipids were incorporated into solid supported DOPC membranes and acted as
anchor sites for Neutravidin–biotin bridged ligand molecules. Figure 7.1 shows a
schematic view of such monomerly dispersed CD95L membranes. The lateral den-
sity of ligand molecules was regulated via the concentration ρbtn of biotinylated
anchor lipids which have an equidistant distribution within the supported mem-
brane. Neutravidin, a deglycosylated derivate of avidin, acts as bridging molecule.
It exhibits four equivalent binding sites with an exceptionally high affinity to biotin
(McMahon, 2008). The crystal structure of avidin (Pugliese et al., 1993) predicts
two pairs of binding pockets. The distance between biotin binding pockets of one
pair is 20Å. The two pairs are located on opposite faces of the protein, which facil-
itates the simultaneous binding to the biotinylated supported membrane and to an
opposing ligand molecule. The dissociation constant (Kd = 1.3 × 10−15M) of Neu-
travidin is indistinguishable from that of avidin (Hiller et al., 1987) and ensures a
stable binding of ligand molecules. The diameter of Neutravidin molecules was de-
termined with a Zetasizer Nano (Malvern Instruments, Herrenberg, Germany) to
be 6.9 nm. Figure 7.2a shows the number distribution plotted for the particle di-
ameter for Neutravidin. Preparing supported membranes with the closest packed
Neutravidin layer requires at least 1.6mol% DOPE-btn lipid anchors within the re-
maining DOPC matrix. Higher DOPE-btn concentrations will only affect the bind-
ing stoichiometry of the second binding pocket. Fenz et al. (2009) demonstrated
that 5mol% DOPE-btn concentration saturates both binding pockets of Neutravidin
facing the substrate. In this thesis, all membranes with DOPE-btn concentrations
above 2% revealed comparable results. Thus, the smallest possible ligand distance
of CD95L was attributed to be 6.9 nm. As presented in Figure 7.2b, the average
diameter of the biotinylated CD95L-T4-btn ligand was measured to be ∼ 7.7 nm, but
estimated to be a round particle. Since CD95L-T4-btn has an elongated shape with a
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flexible biotin tag attached, the length of the longitudinal protein axis and the lateral
protein axis deviate from the average particle diameter. Therefore it was assumed
that each CD95L-T4-btn molecule occupies one distal binding pocket of Neutravidin.
In this thesis, supported DOPC membranes with DOPE-btn content of 5mol%,
2mol%, 1mol%, 0.5mol%, and 0.1mol% were prepared. After coupling of CD95L-
T4-btn, the membranes showed a monomerly dispersed CD95L distance of <6.9 nm,
7.7 nm, 10.4 nm, and 24.5 nm, respectively. Figure 7.3 presents confocal images of
pancreatic cancer cells on CD95L modified substrates. PanD24 cells were stained
for actin (green) and DNA (blue) after fixation. Each cell is shown in a three-
dimensional shape reconstruction in a tilted, side, and top view. Contrary to their
non adherent, suspended cell line behavior in cell culture, PanD24 cells were rapidly
adherent within 3min on CD95L coated substrates. Reference samples of pure
DOPC, and Neutravidin substrates without CD95L coating showed no significant cell
binding. The top view in Figure 7.3a shows a prominent cell spreading on 6.9 nm
spaced CD95L substrates with many star-like, short filopodia. The situation changes
for PanD24 cells on wider gaped, i.e. d = 24.5 nm, CD95L substrates (Figure 7.3b).
Cells form a large network of long, branched filopodia, whereas the cell body re-
mains rather compact, but extremely flattened. RICM images of the adhesion area
revealed a circular cell spreading without preferential direction in cell growth. The
overlay in Figure 7.4 indicates the region between adhesion area of the cell body
(solid lines) and the outer rim of the filopodia (dashed lines) for PanD24 cells adher-
ent on 6.9 nm spaced CD95L substrates after 2 h. The average width of the filopodia
rim was 4.6µm. Corresponding fluorescence images (Figure 7.4, bottom row) of
DNA stained cells showed clearly fragmented cell nuclei, indicating an apoptotic
cell stage.
The temporal evolution of PanD24 adhesion areas on membranes with varying
ligand densities is presented in Figure 7.5a together with control measurements.
All PanD24 cancer cells which were exposed to CD95L initiated cell adhesion. The
cancer cells spreading was most prominent on membranes with densely packed lig-
ands (<6.9 nm). The average adhesion area remained for more than 3 h larger than
250 µm2, albeit cells already became apoptotic. Cancer cells on CD95L displaying
membranes with larger ligand distances (>10.9 nm) showed adhesion areas below
150 µm2. Adherent PanD24 cells on membranes with low CD95L densities showed a
branched network of filopodia, as presented in Figure 7.3b for a spread cancer cell
on 24.5 nm spaced CD95L membranes. A different adhesion behavior revealed can-
cer cells on 7.7 nm spaced substrates. Here, the adhesion area also reached 150µm2,
but nearly all cells detached from the surface after around 2 h. This observation was
substantiated by the percentage of adherent cells shown in Figure 7.5c. More than
40% of cancer cells remained adherent for over 3 h on the other CD95L-membranes.
In contrast, PanD24 cells on membranes with 7.7 nm spaced CD95L showed a clear
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10 min
side view
top view
tilted view
(a)
10 min
(b)
Figure 7.3.: Confocal images of pancreatic cancer cells on CD95L decorated mem-
branes after three–dimensional shape reconstruction. Cells were stained after
10min incubation for actin (green) and DNA (blue). The average CD95L ligand
distance on the supported membrane was (a) 6.9 nm, and (b) 24.5 nm.
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Figure 7.4.: RICM images of pancreatic cancer cells on dense CD95L substrates
after 2 h. All scale bars are 10µm.
decrease in the number of adherent cells. After around 2 h, the number of adherent
cells and their respective adhesion area did not discriminate significantly from cells
on pure DOPC substrates. On pure DOPC membranes the percentage of adherent
cells remained always below 15% with an average adhesion area below 50µm2.
The efficiency of bound CD95L to trigger apoptosis was evaluated from the num-
ber of cells that became apoptotic after contact with CD95L modified membranes.
Therefore, cancer cells were stained for DNA with the fluorescence marker DRAQ5,
and the shape of the cell nucleus was analyzed for apoptotic characteristics. Only
cells that showed cyclic DNA condensation or fragmented or collapsed cell nu-
clei were counted as dead. This may have caused a subjective underestimation
of the apoptosis rate, but this routine was systematically conducted for all sam-
ples presented in this thesis. A different apoptosis marker specific to the early
signaling pathway, e.g. caspase 3, may facilitate more accurate apoptosis detection.
Figure 7.5c shows the percentage of apoptotic cells for CD95L samples plotted over
time. The solid line represents Hill fits, i.e.,
H(t) = base+
maximum− base
1 +
[
halftime
t
]rate , (7.1)
of the measured data points (markers). For cells on pure DOPC membranes, an in-
crease of dead cancer cells is indicated after 3 h, since the cell medium conditions
(pH, CO2 concentration) for the small sample volume became problematic for longer
incubation times. As a control for apoptosis, PanD24 cells were subjected to high
concentrations (1µgml−1) of soluble hsCD95L on DOPC membranes. (Kleber et al.,
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Figure 7.5.: Temporal plots of (a) average adhesion area, (b) percentage of adherent
cells, (c) percentage of apoptotic cells, and (d) the maximum level of cells that
became apoptotic for pancreatic cancer cells on CD95L coated membranes with
varying ligand density.
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2008) reported that hsCD95L triggers apoptosis in human glioma cells already at
low concentrations (10 ngml−1). In this thesis, 78% of PanD24 cells showed apopto-
sis after 3 h of incubation with hsCD95L. As shown in Figure 7.5b, these cells also
became adherent within the first 30min, but detached completely from the DOPC
membrane after 1 h. The percentage of dead PanD24 cells on membranes with
densely packed CD95L (<6.9 nm) reached a maximum apoptosis level of 65%. A sim-
ilar cancer cell response was observed for wider spaced CD95L samples (>10.9 nm)
with a maximum apoptosis level of ∼ 60%. PanD24 cells on membranes with 7.7 nm
spaced CD95L revealed a different behavior, since the maximal amount of apoptotic
cells reached up to 89%.
In Figure 7.5d the levels of apoptotic cells is plotted against the CD95L spac-
ing. The apoptosis level of soluble hsCD95L is indicated as a dashed line. For
hsCD95L, apoptotic cancer cells could form the death inducing signaling complex
(DISC) on the complete cell surface, whereas on cells subjected to membrane bound
CD95L the DISCs were formed only at the adhesion areas below the cells. A reduced
apoptosis level for cells on membrane bound CD95L is therefore assigned to the ef-
fectively lower concentration of accessible ligands. To trigger the transduction of
the apoptotic signal, oligomerization of CD95 is required (Krammer, 2000). Since
trimeric CD95L interacts with three CD95 molecules, but fails to activate apopto-
sis efficiently, it has been suggested that CD95 activation requires more trimeric
CD95L-CD95 complexes (Henkler et al., 2005). The high apoptosis triggering effi-
ciency of 89% for PanD24 cancer cells on 7.7 nm spaced CD95L substrates suggests
ideal ligand spacing for CD95 oligomerization. The region of maximal apoptosis
triggering is estimated in Figure 7.5d by a Gaussian distribution around the ideal
ligand density. In agreement with the particle size of CD95L-T4-btn (7.7 nm) the
optimal ligand spacing for CD95L-CD95 cluster formation lies between 7.2 nm to
9.2 nm.
7.3. Membranes with CD95L-Domains
The effect of latterly confined CD95L-domains on the response of PanD24 was eval-
uated on supported membranes displaying functional nano-domains that are pre-
sented in Subsection 5.7.3. The domains were composed of 33mol% fluorinated
M5btnFL17 lipid mixtures surrounded by 67mol% DOPC lipids and showed an aver-
age area of 0.18 µm2, i.e., a mean diameter of 0.48 µm, the inter-domain distance a of
1µm, and contained 5% of biotinylated btnFL17 lipids. Domains that were modified
with CD95L-T4-btn were estimated to have a ligand distance of ∼ 6.9 nm and carry
∼ 3800 CD95L molecules. A fluorescent image of CD95L-domains that are visualized
by TexasRed-labeled Neutravidin is presented in Figure 7.6a. PanD24 cells on mem-
branes with CD95L modified domains became immediately adhesive within 3min.
Figure 7.6(b–c) shows RICM images of the adhesion area after 30 s and 75 s. The ad-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.6.: (a) Fluorescence image of CD95L-domains labeled with Neutravidin-
TexasRed. (b) RICM images of adherent PanD24 at the same area after 30 s and
(c) 75 s. Scale bars are 5µm.
Figure 7.7.: RICM images of pancreatic cancer cells on fluorinated domains func-
tionalized with CD95L after 15min. All scale bars are 10µm.
hesion behavior of PanD24 on membranes exposing CD95L-domain revealed a strik-
ing difference from that on homogeneously dispersed CD95L-membranes. Instead
of an isotropic, circular spreading of the cell body (Section 7.2), CD95L-domain
substrates induce a preferential direction of cell spreading. Within the first few
minutes, PanD24 cells form star like fingers and continue to grow in spindle-like
shapes. Figure 7.7 presents typical RICM images of PanD24 adhesion areas af-
ter 15min. The adhesion areas of the cancer cells were found to be around 400µm2
which is comparable to PanD24 cells on membranes with homogeneously distributed
CD95L and the same ligand distance (< 6.9 nm). The shape of the cell body for ad-
herent PanD24 cells on domains became elongated after ∼ 3min and cells grew
in a spindle-like structure presenting a rim of filopodia around the cell body. The
overlaid ellipsoids (solid line) in Figure 7.7 along the contour line of the cell body
had main-axis ratios below 0.5, whereas those presented in Figure 7.4 for PanD24
cells on homogeneously distributed CD95L membranes were nearly circular with
main-axis ratios close to 1. For more elongated PanD24 cells, the growth direction
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.8.: Zoom in of RICM images showing filopodia of pancreatic cancer cells
on membranes with (a) isotropic CD95L distribution, and (b) discrete CD95L-
domains after 15min cell contact. All scale bars are 5µm.
splits after ∼ 22µm into Y–shaped directions. Although a detailed study on the apop-
totic response of PanD24 on membranes with incorporated domains is still missing,
first experiments indicated a similar apoptosis efficiency analog to PanD24 cells on
membranes with homogeneously distributed, 6.9 nm spaced CD95L (Figure 7.5c).
The difference of the adhesion area symmetry for PanD24 cells on domains was
further substantiated by the shape of the filopodia around the cell body. Figure 7.8
presents a detailed view of the filopodia rim of pancreatic cancer cells on homo-
geneous, 6.9 nm spaced CD95L substrates and on CD95L functionalized domains.
The filopodial structure is highlighted with yellow lines. The width of the filopodia
from the contour line of the cell body (solid line) to the outer boundary line of the
filopodia (dashed line) showed an average width of 6.3µm for both types of mem-
branes. Filopodia of PanD24 cells on homogeneously dispersed CD95L membranes
were aligned parallel to each other and grew perpendicular to the cell boundary
line. PanD24 cells on membranes displaying domains revealed a highly branched,
fractal-like meshwork of filopodia. Here, the average distance between the branch-
ing points was 1.7 µmwhich is slightly larger than the inter–domain distance a (1µm)
of domains. The observed changes in cell shape and filopodia spreading suggest
that supported membranes exposing functional domains can quantitatively control
the specific cell response of cancer cells.
7.4. Conclusion
It was demonstrated that laterally confined ligand molecules for apoptosis (CD95L)
induce specific cell responses in human, isolated pancreatic cancer cells (PanD24).
The cancer cell response was analyzed on membranes displaying CD95L-modified
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domains, and on membranes with homogeneously dispersed CD95L in variable inter-
CD95L distances. It was found that all pancreatic cancer cells exposed to CD95L be-
came adherent, although PanD24 cells usually grow in suspension. PanD24 adhered
on neutral DOPC membranes only if exposed to high concentrations (1µgml−1) of
soluble hsCD95L which resulted in apoptosis of 78% of the cancer cells. CD95L-
membranes with a ligand distance of 7.7 nm revealed an increased mortality of 89%,
which would be an ideal distance for ligand-receptor (CD95L-CD95) oligomeriza-
tion. The adhesion behavior of PanD24 changed on membranes with laterally con-
fined domains. Whereas cancer cells on isotropic CD95L-membranes spread with
circular cell shape, CD95L-domains induced an elongated, spindle-like cell spread-
ing and Y -shaped branchings of the cell adhesion area. Furthermore, cancer cell
filopodia on domain substrates form highly branched, fractal-like meshworks which
was not observed for cancer cells on isotropic CD95L-membranes. The obtained re-
sults clearly indicate that supported membranes displaying functional, fluorinated
lipid domains can control the adhesion behavior of cancer cells and act as confined
signaling complexes to induce cancer cell apoptosis.
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8. Conclusion
This thesis demonstrated the regulation of specific cell response with strongly cor-
related, functional domains embedded in solid supported model membranes. Bio-
mimetic membranes were composed of a binary mixture of naturally occurring
phospholipids and synthetically fluorinated lipids of variable chain lengths. It was
demonstrated that fluorinated lipids form mono-dispersive domains that can be reg-
ulated for the domain size and the inter-domain correlation by the length mismatch
between fluorocharbon and hydrocarbon chains. Supported membranes displaying
laterally confined domains were modified with carbohydrates and protein ligands
and could successfully activate specific cell responses of macrophages and cancer
cells.
Chapter 4 presented a theoretical description of domain formation for a two-
component lipid mixture to explain the experimentally observed narrow size dis-
tributions of domains. Under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, it was shown
that domains assimilate for a uniform equilibrium domain size. Within the theoreti-
cal framework of an equivalent dipole model, the formation of phase separated do-
mains can be explained by the competing effect of electrostatic long-range forces,
repulsive interfacial forces, and a constant background contribution. The lateral
confinement of domains into periodic lattice structures induces an increase of the
equilibrium radius which depends on the number density, and thus the inter-domain
distance a, of fluorinated domains. In fact, pronounced inter-domain correlations
observed by experiments can be generalized within the theoretical framework of a
two-dimensional colloidal crystallization.
In Chapter 5 the molecular structure of fluorinated lipid domains was extensively
characterized. Fluorinated lipids with n = 10, 13 and 17 carbons per chain were
mixed into a DOPC lipid matrix and revealed mono-dispersive domains of a narrow
size distribution, whose mean diameters were 〈dFL10〉 = 1.98 µm, 〈dFL13〉 = 0.86 µm,
and 〈dFL17〉 < 0.50µm, respectively. Since the precise size determination of FL17
domains with fluorescence microscopy techniques was limited due to the optical
resolution of the microscope, a high-resolution grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXD) measurement technique with an analyzer crystal setup was used to resolve
the correlation length of fluorinated lipids. The fluorinated lipid chains are aligned
perpendicular to the air water-interface and form a hexagonal lattice with the inter-
chain distance of 5.64Å ± 0.01Å. The lateral scattering length of 0.32µm± 0.03 µm
for FL17 molecules even suggests that FL17 lipids form domains composed of a sin-
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gle crystallite. Specular X-ray reflectivity measurements of monolayers transferred
onto solid substrates yielded the length of fluorinated chains. The line tension
surrounding the domains can be quantitatively calculated using the chain length
mismatch between fluorinated and DOPC chains. Moreover, surface potential mea-
surements allowed for the determination of the lateral dipole density projected to
the membrane surface. The precise measurements of all the molecular structure
parameters enabled calculation of the theoretical equilibrium radius of domains,
which demonstrated excellent agreement with experimentally derived values for all
fluorinated lipids used in this thesis.
Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the inter-domain correlation by Fourier-transform
image analysis routines identified a six-fold hexagonal symmetry of domains. The
inter-domain distance a increased with domain size, i.e., it was inversely propor-
tional to the chain length of fluorinated lipids. Autocorrelation images of fluorinated
domains yielded the radial distribution function g(r) of domains. This enabled the
calculation of the potential of mean force for the nearest neighbor domain posi-
tions. The derived spring constants of a harmonic inter-domain potential showed a
highly repulsive domain interaction between two adjacent domains, which verifies
that domains do not coalesce into bigger domains.
In Chapter 6, supported membranes displaying mannosylated micro-domains were
used to evaluate the multivalent carbohydrate recognition by the mannose receptor
in mouse macrophages. Cell shape analysis of adherent cells was performed by a
combination of confocal fluorescence microscopy and a label free reflection inter-
ference contrast microscopy (RICM) technique used for dynamic tracking of cell
response. A self-written image analysis routine allowed for a quantitative interpre-
tation of the adhesion area and a reconstruction of the cell membrane topography in
the vicinity of the cell-surface contact. Macrophages on mannosylated membranes
showed a pronounced cell adhesion with distinct cell flattening and reduced mem-
brane fluctuation amplitude above the domains. The clearance of FL10Man domains
under macrophage adhesion areas furthermore confirmed a phagocytic activation of
cells by mannose domains.
In Chapter 7, membranes were further modified with a specific ligand molecule
(CD95L) to trigger apoptosis of pancreatic cancer cells. Both types of supported
membranes displaying CD95L induced cell death within halftimes of 30min. Com-
parison of apoptosis rates between soluble hsCD95L and monomerly disperesed
CD95L revealed an increased CD95L signal efficiency at an average ligand distance
of 7.7 nm. This distance is close to the measured CD95L diameter and is suggested
to be an optimal distance for trimeric ligand-receptor interactions. Although the
pancreatic cancer cells were cultured as suspended cell line, CD95L-modified mem-
branes caused instantaneous adhesion and a pronounced cell spreading. The lateral
confinement of CD95L into domains caused a clear spindle-like elongation of the
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cell adhesion areas and induced Y -shaped branchings of the cell body. The induced
symmetry break of cell adhesion was substantiated by highly branched cancer cell
filopodia on CD95L domains.
The obtained results demonstrated the successful design of functional lipid micro-
and nano- domains that mimic the multivalent interactions in the cell plasma mem-
brane. Compared to commonly used complex lipid mixtures, the presented molec-
ular tuning strategy included synthetic fluorinated lipids which allow for a precise
control of domain size, inter–domain correlation, and specific biological functions.
The laterally confined domain patterns incorporated into supported membranes
could activate specific cell spreading and cancer apoptosis. Thus, supported mem-
branes exposing functional domains provide a sophisticated cell membrane model
to study and control the specific cell response.
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9. Outlook
The presented model system of supported membranes displaying fluorinated lipid
domains holds much promise for the study of membrane-associated functions of spe-
cific target molecules.
glass
fluid half
sphere
hydrophobic chip surface
hydrophilic flow channel
membrane displaying domains 
interdigidated SAW electrode 
Figure 9.1.: Schematic illustration of a solid supported membrane transferred to a
surface acoustic wave driven microfluidic device.
As demonstrated, fluorinated lipid domains embedded in supported membranes
can precisely be regulated for domain size and inter-domain distance. Modifying
them with specific target molecules enables control of the number and the lateral
localization of the target molecules. This information allows for a quantitative cal-
culation of the interaction forces of target molecules or identification of cooperative
effects. For instance, the strength of selectin-carbohydrate bonds can significantly
enhance under tensile mechanical stress (Thomas, 2008). These so-called catch
bonds are known to mediate the tethering and rolling of leukocytes on vascular sur-
faces (Marshall et al., 2003; Korn and Schwarz, 2006). The use of laterally confined
lipid domains modified with a defined number and sequence of carbohydrate epi-
topes allows for specific regulation of the number of bonds and calculation of the
local adhesion strength of cells in hydrodynamic flow.
A promising realization for these dynamic cell experiments needs to combine
structured supported membranes with an elaborate microfluidic system. Commonly
used parallel-plate flow chambers are dependent on external pumping mechanism.
This most often requires large volumes of cell suspension or a large amount of rare
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and thus expensive biological substances. Recently, Wixforth et al. (2004) presented
a planar microfluidic system driven by surface acoustic waves (SAW) which enables
investigation of cell behavior under low Reynolds numbers with a small sample vol-
ume of only 10µl. The maximum applicable shear rate of 20 000 s−1 covers the whole
physiological and pathological range (Schneider et al., 2008). Figure 9.1 presents a
schematic illustration of a microfluidic SAW-setup combined with supported mem-
branes displaying functional domains.
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A.1. Synthesis of Fluorinated Lipids
Synthetic pathway of FL10Man
C10F21CH2O OCH2C10F21
OH
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O
OAc
AcO
AcO
AcO
OAc
O
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AcO
AcO
AcO
OH
O
OAc
AcO
AcO
AcO
O
NH
CCl3
A : NH2NH2·AcOH, DMF, 10 min, 50°C
BA
B : CCl3CN, DBU, CH2Cl2, 2 h, 0°C
C : BF3,Et2O, CH2Cl2, 4 h, rt
O
OAc
AcO
AcO
AcO
O
OCH2C10F21
OCH2C10F21
C
D
O
OH
HO
HO
HO
O
OCH2C10F21
OCH2C10F21
D : MeONa, MeOH-CH2Cl2, 18 h, rt
Figure A.1.: Synthetic pathway of FL10Man.
A) A solution of 1,2,3,4,6-penta-O-acetyl-D-mannopyranose (3.5 g, 9mmol) and of
NH2NH2 ·EAcOH(1.07 g, 1.7mmol) in DMF (10ml) was stirred for 10min at 50 °C and
after cooling to 20 °C, diluted with 100ml of EtOAc. The solution was washed with
water, aqueous NaHCO3, aqueous NaCl, dried (MgSO4), and evaporated in vacuo.
Yield: 95%.
1H-NMR(CDCl3): 1.95, 2.01, 2.04, 2.11 (COCH3); 4.03–4.07 (1H); 4.20.4.23 (2H);
5.14.5.26 (2H); 5.35 (d, 1H, Hα, β);
13CNMR(CDCl3): 20.59, 20.63, 20.64, 20.79 (COCH3); 62.74 (C6); 66.43, 67.96,
69,16, 70,59 (C2–5); 92.07 (C1); 169.79, 169.84, 170.05, 170.58 (COCH3).
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B) A solution of the oil hemiacetal (500mg, 1.44mmol) in dry CH2Cl2 (5ml) stirred un-
der argon, was treated successively with CCl3CN (2.1 g, d = 1.44, 1.5ml, 14.5mmol)
and 1,8-diazabicyclo[5,4,0]undec-7-ene (DBU; 22mg, d = 1.019, 22µl, 0.14mmol) at
0 °C. After being stirred for 2 h at 0 °C, the mixture was directly chromatographed
on SiO2 in 1:1 hexane-EtOAc (Rf = 0.26). The product was isolated as a white solid.
Yield 64
1H-NMR (CDCl3): 1.93, 1.96, 2.00, 2.12 (COCH3); 4.05-4.25 (3H); 5.32 (2H); 5.39
(d, 1H, H2); 6.21 (d, 1H, H1); 8.81 (s, 1H, NH);
13C-NMR (CDCl3): 20.25, 20.41, 20.63, 20.67 (COCH3); 61.75 (C6); 65.10, 67.57,
68.55, 70.96 (C2-5); 90.24 (CCl3); 94.24 (C1); 159.33 (C=NH); 169.29, 169.36,
169.45, 170.18 (COCH3).
C) To a solution of FL10 (86.5 ìmol, 1 eq) and trichloroacetamidate (M = 491, 0.042 g,
86.5 µmol, 1 eq) in dry dichoromethane with molecular sieves (AW-300) was added
BF3·Et2O (4µl, 33µmol, 0.3 eq) at room temperature. After 4 h the solution was neu-
tralized with triethylamine, filtrated and evaporated under reduced pressure.
D) To a solution of fluorolipid acetylated mannose (176µmol) in dry methanol / di-
chloromethane (40ml; 3:1 v:v) was added sodium methoxide (40mg, 0.74mmol). Af-
ter stirring overnight, the solution was neutralized with Amberlite IR120 (H+), fil-
tered, and absorbed on silica gel. Flash chromatography (CHCl3/methanol/water
85:15:1 to 80:20:2 v/v/v) afforded FLMan as amorphous solid after lyophilization
from water/dioxane.
Yield 38%.
1H-NMR (CD3OD): 3.4U˝3.7 (11H); 3.84 (t, 4H); 5.21 (d, 1H); elemental analysis:
C31H20F42O8, th. % C: 28.24, % H: 1.53, exp. % C: 28.62, % H: 1.58.
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Synthetic pathway of btnFL17
Figure A.2.: Synthetic pathway of btnFL17.
The synthesis of the target biotinylated fluorinated lipid btnFL17 (F-tag-glutamic-
caproic-biotin) was performed by a step-by-step strategy similar to peptidic cou-
pling. In the first step (A) the corresponding F-tag glutamic diester F17G was ob-
tained using the Fisher esterification conditions. Then, 6-aminocaproic acid (B) and
biotin (C) were coupled to F17G and F17GC, respectively using BOP as peptidic
coupling agent. The final product was obtained in a good overall yield.
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A.2. Chemical Structure of Lipids
The chemical structures of the unsaturated 1,2-dioleo-sn-glycero-3-phophocholine
(DOPC) carrying cis-conformation at carbon position number 9 on both alkyl chains,
the head group modified 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap bi-
otinyl) lipid DOPE-btn, and the used fluorescent tracer lipid 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt (Texas Red®-DHPE) are
presented in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3.: Chemical structures of (A) DOPC, (B) DOPE-btn, and (C) the fluores-
cence marker tagged lipid Texas Red®-DHPE.
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A.3. Isotherms of Fluorinated Lipids in Fluorous Solvents
Compression isotherms were recorded at 20 °C. The head group modified acFL17
molecules were dissolved in 1:1 Freon®113: chloroform and btnFL17 in 1:1 methylper-
flurobutan : chloroform solution for spreading. Both molecules showed a collapse
of the Langmuir film already at low surface pressure Π < 20mNm−1.
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Figure A.4.: Langmuir isotherms of btnFL17, and acFL17 used for spreading area
correction.
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A.4. Reflectifity curves
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Figure A.5.: (a) Measured reflectifity curve (black datapoints) for FL13 monolayer at
the air–Si interface and model based fit (red line). (b) Scattering length density
(SLD) profile of the best fitted model along z-direction. Bars in the background
indicate the layer box model.
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Figure A.6.: (a) Measured reflectifity curve (black datapoints) for FL10man mono-
layer at the air–Si interface and model based fit (red line). (b) Scattering length
density (SLD) profile of the best fitted model along z-direction. Bars in the back-
ground indicate the layer box model.
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Abbreviations
POPC 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
DOPC 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
diPhyPC 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
SOPC 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
chol cholesterol
DOPE-btn 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap biotinyl)
TexasRed®-DHPE 1,2-dihexa-decanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine
triethylammonium salt
TRITC tetramethylrhodamine-5-(and 6)-isothiocyanate
ODTMS n-octadecyltrimethoxysilane
Freon®113 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane
TRIS tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
PBS phosphate buffered saline
FBS fetal bovine serum
DMEM Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium
LB Langmuir-Blodgett
LS Langmuir-Schäfer
RICM reflection interference contrast microscopy
SUV small unilamellar vesicle
GUV giant unilamellar vesicle
ITO indium tin oxide
DKFZ Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum
ESRF European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
SLD scattering length density
GIXD grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
SAXS small angle X-ray scattering
N.A. numerical aperture
I.N.A. illuminating numerical aperture
PSF point spread function
DPD dissipative particle dynamics
SAW surface acoustic waves
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CRD carbohydrate recognition domains
CTLDs C–type lectin–like domains
MR mannose receptor
FN fibronectin
Cys cysteine
BSA bovine serum albumin
CD95L cluster of differentiation 95 ligand
TNF tumor necrosis factor
DISC death-inducing signaling complex
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